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By reading between the lines,
one may find that Cal Poly
is not all sweetness and light

Welcome to the Machine
n behalf of nobody in particular but
myself, welcome, new participants,
to this game called Cal Poly,
whether you are an unsuspecting
freshman or a crusty transfer. The
following paragraphs contain some
suggestions and unofficial opinions from a
cynical engineering student who has been
here too long. If you suspect Cal Poly is
not all sweetness and light, read on. You
won’t find the following revelations in the
catalog, nor are you likely to get them
from your WOW counselor. I’ve tried to
think of what 1 would like to have been
told when 1 first started here, and a few
things came to mind.

O

Bew are of general ed
Suggestion number one pertains to
general education classes at Cal Poly.
What is general ed? GE consists of those
humanities classes (speech, English,
political science, etc.) that the state re
quires of you. They are listed in your ma
jor course sequence, and you probably
thought that you would take them when
you felt like it. Think again.
You have fought your way onto the
most impacted campus in the CSU
sustem. “ Impacted” is bureaucratese for
“there are too few sections to meet stu
dent demand,” and this problem is
especially accurate in GE classes. You will
request GE classes, and a few weeks later
you’re told you didn’t get them. You go to
the class in the morning and you will find
10 or 15 other students standing in the
hall, waiting for the same openings that
you are. But there are no openings.
Somewhat put off, you sign up for it next
quarter and the same thing happens. I re
quested history 315 for 5 quarters in a row
and was shut out every time, until I
managed to fill a vacancy in a 7 a.m.
(cough) section.
Many Cal Poly students have their
graduations delayed by failure to complete
GE requirements. You can avoid this by
planning ahead.
As you already know. Cal Poly has a
priority registration system that random
ly assigns priority based on last name.
New students get number one priority for
their first quarter. That’s why you got
what you asked for this quarter, and like a
dream, it will end abruptly. Scores of
athletes also get priority registration but
you will never find that in the fine print
anywhere. Ix)ad up on GE classes when
you get a quarter with high priority. Also
consider summer quarter. It may even be
worth it to briefly put off classes in your
major to get the GE behind you.
On the second floor of the administra
tion building, there is a group of ladies
called Evaluators. These women control
your fate. Find out who your evaluator is
and ask her about GE. Transfer students
especially should find out what previous
classwork will substitute for Cal Poly re
quirements. Do not asssume the substitu
tions will be made for you. Nobody is go
ing to tell you that you’ve overlooked
some required classes until you try to,
graduate.
Remember, this is a state university.
You are a number, and should you com
plain, the bureaucracy at this school will
respond by telling you how many appli
cants are rejected by Cal Poly every year,
and if you don’t like it, leave.

P o ly ’s other p itfa lls
The single worst aspect of this institu
tion is the administrative bureaucracy
that runs it. There is no arm of the state
bureaucracy that really gives a damn
about people or tries to do a good job, but
the Cal Poly bureaucracy ^eems par
ticularly deaf, slow and insensitive. The
people who run this university seem little
interested in anything else besides bilking
the students for money, building build
ings, (to name after themselves upon
retirement) and obtaining computer
equipment.
The one overriding complaint of stu
dents here is the shortage of required GE
classes, yet the administration has stead
fastly ignored it, claiming insufficient
funds. Meanwhile, the administration is
determined to build a massive new per
forming arts center, though we don’t have
a theater major, and the existing theater
is underused. They have obtained expen
sive new computer systems for telephone
class registration but we can’t even get
our homework graded. Student graders
will be one of the first casualties of this
year’s budget cuts. Exam results will be
your only indication of how you’re doing
in a class. Even though the state’s
economy is strong and housing tracts are
spreading like mold, its coffers are empty
(why?) and your education is considered
too expensive.
You’ve probably heard all the pro
paganda about “Learn By Doing.” I t’s a
tradition that the administration is allow
ing to die, particularly in the School of
Engineering. Every year Cal Poly becomes
more academic and less applied. Research
is being emphasized. There are rumblings
to eliminate the senior project, that
hallowed rite of pain. This will all be of
ficially denied, but gray-haired alumni tell
me about a very different Cal Poly years
ago. “I.«arn By Doing” is a great pro
paganda, but slowly and surely Cal Poly is
being pushed into the commuter campus
mainstream mediocrity of the CSU system
by our own imaginative administrators,.
As bad as the Cal Poly administration
is, however, our student leaders are even
worse. Basically, student government, the
Associated Students, Inc., at Cal Poly is
tolerated by the administration and UU
Director Roger Conway. Our student
leaders have noses browner than a freshly
fertilized field after a rainstorm, and are
highly reluctant to challenge the wishes of
the administration for fear of blemishing
their post-graduation
employment
references. Resume padding and selfaggrandizement reign supreme. One well
organized agriculture fraternity. Alpha
Gamma Rho, dominates the student
government (ASI).
A little history is in order. In 1985, a
controversial referendum was held to
assess a $31-per-quarter fee increase to
build a recreation center, which would be
shared with the PE and athletics depart
ments. The administration wanted it bad
ly, and our student leaders fell all over
themselves to deliver it to the administra
tion. The same student leaders who
wanted it ran the referendum and counted
the votes, and two ASl Senators resigned
in protest over the way ASI raped the
democratic process. Needless to say, it
“won,” and you are now paying for it,
under the “University Union” fee. Com
pletion of the Rec Center has since been
delayed two years, until 1991, breaking
the original referendum promise. I.«ok for
it to be further delayed.

faculty as I do toward the administration.
There are some professors here who should
be put out to pasture or sent back to in
dustry. However, there are lots of winners
in most of the departments. There is ex
cellence here. Professors are accessible,
class sizes are usually under 40 and
teaching assistants are virtually unknown.
The student body itself deserves its own
reputation. You will probably attain new
heights of accomplishment while you are
here, and it will not occur because your
professors pull you forward; it will occur
because your fellow students will push you
forward. There is competition here, often
as fierce as you would find in private
schools. But Cal Poly students are dif
ferent. We have not been as sheltered from
the knocks of life as private-school stu
dents; many of us here are transfer stu
dents, many of us are past, present, and
future military and many of us are work
ing full or part time to survive. Poly stu
dents have lives and talents outside the
classroom. Moreover, Poly’s rigid admis
sion standards and rejection of undeclared
majors means there are few academic
G ood th in g s about P oly
wallflowers here.
The best thing about Cal Poly is San
Job placement is another thing that this
Luis Obispo, although many students here school does right. The Placement Center is
don’t realize it. Tnere is still magnificent something that you should and probably
open space here and open roads as well — will use before you graduate. Also, allow
a bicyclist’s dream. Suck it all down while me to make a plug for the co-op program,
you can.
which lets you take a real six-month job
The city of San Luis Obispo itself, with pertaining to your major while you earn
its 40,000 people, has more activity, more class credit and money. I’ve done it twice,
recreation, more taverns and more life as much for financial survival as experi
than all of say. Orange County, with its ence. It will set your graduation date
suburbanized millions. Go to Farmer’s back, but co-ops can help fill out sketchy
Market. Woodstock’s, the Graduate, (for resumes. Some co-op jobs are better than
that meat market thrill), go wading in the others, and there are some duds among
creek under the city on a drunken Satur the jewels. If you apply for a co-op job, try
day night, climb Bishop’s Peak, go to See to talk to someone who’s previously held
Canyon, Avila Beach and Montana de Oro. that particular job before leaping into it.
See this great California town while it still
So. welcome to the machine. Beware of
has some of its rural character left.
the administrative monster and take the
What is right about Cal Poly? The time to make an existence for yourself
faculty and the reputation it has garnered. outside the university and your cur
I do not hold the same attitude toward the riculum.

A couple of years ago, ASI held its
regular election. There were several official
candidates on the ballot, but a certain
write-in candidate named Bill the Cat beat
at least one of them. Since then ASI has
not published write-in results. For me,
that said it all about the student body’s
attitude toward ASI and vice-versa.
If you are a people-person and inclined
toward politics and issues, avoid the per
functory sleaze of ASI. Get involved in
local politics, that is, San Luis Obispo
County. SLO County politics — mainly
growth and offshore oil drilling — are real
and alive. The future of this county is be
ing decided between a group of powerful
developers, oilmen and the county super
visors in their tow, and an increasingly
large group of citizens determined to
preserve the rural character of the county.
At stake is the Orange County-ization of
our rolling ranchland and the Santa Barbara-ization of our beaches. All the
organizations involved are hungry for
energetic young Cal Poly bodies.
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How
to
w ow
A behind the scenes
iook at the 319 people
who help make coming
to this university
a moving experience
e-Y

M tm o m ii^

efore coming to Cal Po
ly’s Week of Welcome it
is likely most of the new
students have been told
that the university is
^
conservative in nature,
competitive in spirit and pleasant in
atmosphere. Thus, one would expect
the orientation received during
WOW to be a well disciplined, pro
ductive and perhaps even relaxing
transition between high school or
community college and university
life.
But such illusions are quickly
shattered at the moment the WOW
counselors round up their groups
and introduce themsleves. The first
question likely on the lips of wowies
is, "these people go to Cal Poly?"
Yes, these zeal-filled, quasiresponsible, often loony and brigtly
garbed troubadors are indeed stu
dents here.
The chairman of these nutty vol
unteers — it is true, they are unpaid
— sees the job of WOW counselor as
more than an excuse to be in charge
of a "fun brigade."
"The people who are counselors for
WOW are there for fun but not just
for the heck of having fun," said
Tom Balbierz, WOW chairman. "The
group of counselors this year I feel
have really grasped what they have
to do for the students."
A two-time counselor, Balbierz
helped orientate counselors during
the 1986 spring training and has
served as WOW Board chairman for
the past two years.
In preparation for WOW, about
319 counselors go through training
during spring quarter. Besides
meetings, counselors participate in
extra WOW days such as Day in the
Sun, where counselors and the sixmember board meet and have "ice
breakers," group games in which the
counselors continue to learn to work
with each other, said Balbierz.
"During the counselors' 10-week
training this past spring quarter, in
which the counselors met every
Tuesday night for mandatory twohour meetings to learn about being a
counselor, the university and
themselves, we talked about
everything from the Learning
Assistance Center to no alcohol in
WOW, which was named Responsi
bility Night," said Balbierz.
"We do a lot of exercises to help
people build confidence in
th e m se lv e s," Balbierz said.
"Counselors are working basically
with their peer group within the
WOW groups, so to do so effectively
it’s important to have that con
fidence in yourself. It’s also impor

tant to enjoy what you’re doing.
And these people enjoy what they’re
doing.”
Bob Walters, adviser to WOW,
said one aspect of WOW that makes
it successful is the diversity of peo
ple involved.
"Some orientations focus a lot on
content while others really focus in
on purely fun," Walters said. "The
great thing about WOW is that we
bring those two things together. I
think you need both to make the
orientation complete, and the
counselors get 10 weeks of content
and fun in their training. They’ve
got experience just from training."
A WOW counselor from the fall of
1985 and 1986, Monica Rinkleib,
said that after training she felt
prepared for being a counselor.
"But you never know what it’s
really like until you’re in the middle
of it.
"It can be the best training in the
world, but I think that the best
training comes from experience,”
Rinkleib said. "Trial and error ... and
success."
Christina Hawkes is looking for
ward to her first year as a WOW
counselor. Hawkes is a graduating
senior in the School of Liberal Arts
and says this is her last chance to
be a counselor. "I knew that if I
didn’t do it I would kick myself in
the pants," Hawkes said. " I ’m really
glad I ’m going to do it.
"I was kind of afraid at the begin
ning because I didn’t think I had
enough ‘spunk’ or that I wasn’t wild
and crazy enough," Hawkes said.
"But it’s really brought me out. I
guess I’m not really a very outgoing
person and I think WOW has really
been positive."
Hawkes also said she feels the
WOW training session will help
beyond the week of welcome. “ Natu
rally it (training) will help me in the
fall as a counselor. But also as a
teacher I think this experience will
help me," Hawkes said, adding that
being in WOW has taught her about
being a good leader and what a dif
ficult task that is.
"I think that a good WOW
counselor is someone who is
dynamic, but not overpowering,
liiey produce excitement but not
craziness." Hawkes said. *’I think all
the members of the group should feel
welcome whether they are outgoing
or shy. I hope that l^tween my co
counselor and I that we can help
people enjoy being here."
Balbierz said he is looking forward
to WOW. "This year is going to be
really good." he said. "It may make
you forget how good last year’s
was.”
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...And justice for all
Whether caught cheating or cheated of a grade
Poly’s Fairness Board guarantees a hearing
'

f cheaters never prosper,
then what do they do?
Cal Poly’s Fairness Board
is in the process of deciding
that question by for
mulating a new policy on
cheating.
The new policy, created by the
Academic ^ n a te , has taken two
years to compose and is now
under review by Cal Poly Presi
dent Warren J. Baker.
The old policy states that if a
student is caught cheating in
class, which may be cheating on
a test or buying a term paper
with the intent of receiving a
grade for it, the student will
receive an ‘F’ grade, and further
attendance to the class is pro
hibited.
The second part of the policy
states that if further cheating
occurs, the student may endure
disciplinary action, which is set
by the Student Disciplinary Pro
cedures of the California State
University system.
New policy has been written to

the departmental level, the stu
dent may bring the case to the
Fairness Board.
The Fairness Board is compos
ed of a faculty member from each
school on campus, two student
representatives appointed by
ASI and one person from the of
fice of Student Affairs.
The duty of the board is to
help decide if the student has
been justly accused of cheating
or plagiarism, and to hear stu
dent grievances concerning
possibly unfair grades.
G eorge B e a rd sle y , an
economics professor, has been
the board chairperson for the
past four years and has served
on the board for the past nine
years.
"The best way to resolve a
problem with cheating or
plagiarism is with the professor,”
Beardsley said,
Beardsley said he sp>eaks to
students after they have been
accused of cheating and that for
the most part students will ad

help define cheating and also to
help place a fine line between
plagiarism and academic
dishonesty, because members of
the Academic Senate and the
Fairness Board think that it
should not be treated as one and
the same anymore.
Plagiarism, they suggest, is
not necessarily intentional
cheating but may result from
something as simple as a missed
footnote.
Cheating
Carl Wallace, associate dean of
Student Affairs, said that when a
student is accused of cheating by
a professor, the first step is
usually to have the student try
to work out the problem with the
professor.
If the student is unsatisifed
with proceedings at that level,
the next step is to take the com
plaint to the head of the depart
ment involved.
Third, if nothing is resolved at

V

m vmit to it, do what they have to do
and move on with school.
He added that if a student
denies cheating charges, there is
always a hearing.
"The university really takes
cheating seriously. We haven’t
had to expelí anyone for student
disciplinary action, which is
usually expelling them from the
university for a period of time (at
least one quarter),” Wallace said.
"When a student comes in I
share with them the policy we
have on cheating at the universi
ty, go over with them why they

did it and try to really work from
there,” Wallace said, adding that
if the cheating was prompted by
academic troubles, "we talk
about different resources at Cal
Poly to help them.
“We also look at their career
expectations,” Wallace said.
“What they do here will directly
reflect how they do once they
leave the university. 1 ask them
if they would want heart surgery
from someone who had cheated
in their heart surgery class. Of
course they wouldn’t.”
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Grades
In all grade grievance cases,
the Fairness Board regards the
original grade given to a student
as accurate unless otherwise
shown through a hearing, said
Beardsley.
When a student approaches
the Fairness Board with any
grievance, the first step is to
present a written case.
The board considers the case
and presents it to the professor
involved. After the professor has
responded, the board reviews the
entire case and decides if it
merits a hearing.
In the case of a grade griev

ance, Beardsley said that "usual
ly the best defense is something
structural such as a professor
changing the grading scale the
eighth week of the quarter.
“Generally cases that are ‘Ithink-1-should-ha ve-gotten-abetter-grade- because-I-workedhard’ don’t get a case (review)
because it is subjective,” Beard
sley said.
If a grade is found unfair by
the board, a report is submitted
to the vice president of academic
affairs, Malcolm Wilson, who
then has the authority to change
the grade, Beardsley said.
"Historically it has always
been that what the Fairness

Board suggests is passed
because we do our homework and
it shows with what we present,”
he said.
Wallace said he talks to about
20-25 students a year concerning
academic dishonesty. "I see
about three or four times that
many people who feel that they
did not get the right grade,”
Wallace said.
"In general, it’s students who
are on Academic Probation. Stu
dents who got a ‘B’ and feel they
should have received an ‘A’ I
don’t see very often. Most likely
it’s students who may have
received an ‘F’ and think they
deserved a ‘D.’
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Major choices
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There may be no perfect majors
but a well planned decision
can save time and panic
M hoosinj; a major in collef^e
and deciding what to do
with it after graduation is
often a tough decision.
The right major can be
the ticket to a successful
career, whereas a major that is not
right may slow educational progress
down to a crawl.
Although Cal Poly students are
required to declare a major upon en
trance, sometimes this is a difficult
proposition.
Such things as peer pressure,
bribery from parents, or just a lack
of information, can lead students to
choose a major that is not good for
them, said Jill Hayden, a counselor
at Cal Poly’s Career Center.
“Often they (students) don’t have
eno u g h in fo rm a tio n a b o u t
themselves or their choices. It (col
lege) is not black and white ... it is
gray, and there are alternatives,”
she said.
Statistics from Cal Poly’s Institu
tional Studies show that the majori
ty of incoming freshmen change
their major at least once by the time
they graduate. Out of 1,794 first
time freshmen who came to Cal Poly
in 1980, 599 (or 33.4 percent) gradu
ated in the same major that they
came in under. This means that
roughly 67 percent of all incoming
1980 freshmen students switched
majors.

become well informed.
“Sometimes students come in too
early and they decide for inappro
priate reasons that they want to
quit,” she said. “You should be open
to new ideas, but you have to give
things a chance.”
As an example, Hayden said that
students often change majors by
listening to what their best friends
say; or they decide, without taking
any classes in the field, that a par
ticular major is more glamorous
than another.
When making a decision, “Be
assertive, not gullible,” she warns,
“and go around to different depart
ments. Ask questions. If you’re go
ing to make a decision, make it on
clear, informative ideas. When you
choose a major, you accept the
package deal; classes, faculty, aca
demic curriculum.”
She recommends that each student
take major classes in their first year
at Cal Poly to get a better idea of
what to expect.
Diane Olsen, a senior computer
science major, said although she is
glad she switched from physical
education to computer science, the
switch could have been much easier.
“ I would have liked to have taken
a few computer science classes
earlier on before I switched majors,
only because I could have made a
more informed choice,” she said.

‘Major hopscotch*
Because changing majors at Cal
Poly is notoriously difficult — many
departments are impacted and do
not readily accept curriculum devia
tions or substitutions — it’s best to
prevent "major hopscotch.”
First of all, Hayden suggests that
those considering a major change

Being realistic
If, after careful consideration,
students are still unsure about a
chosen major, Hayden suggests they
explore other options and try to
discover what career expectations
are realistic.
“ Identify something that you are
good at. Look at long-term goals.

^
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but pick something that is
reasonable for the short-term,” she
advises.
To help out, Hayden suggests that
students ask these questions:
•What is my present major doing
for me?
•Which major will help me further
my particular goals?
•Why did 1 make the choice to go
to college, and what do I want when
I graduate?
Hayden said the major should be a
springboard to the student's goal.
“ It should further the goal, not be
an end in itself,” she said. “ Find out
what you want to do, not what you
want to major in.”
She said that often students come
into her office for counselling only to
discover that a big university set
ting is not the best route to take.
“They can look at community col
leges. trade schools, travel experi
ences, or other routes that will get
them where they want to be.” she
said. “The best thing for them to do
is to identify their strategies.”
The Career Center, which offers
counseling for both career and per
sonal problems, can help them to do
this, she said.
“The center gives you choices,”
she said. “The counseling can help
you with the different procedures of
career change. It will help you find
another major that is right for you.”
Hayden said there are a number of
things at the center that can
facilitate the decision-making
process.
An advanced computer guidance
system called “Sigi Plus” helps
greatly, she said. The easy-to-learn,
interactive Sigi system is a career

planning tool that provides large
amounts of career and personal in
formation in response to the user’s
particular questions.
Such things as one’s skills, inter
ests. or values can be evaluated or
tested by answering some poignant
questions.
In addition, more than 1,000 oc
cupations are listed with information
on such things as specific training
for a job, a range of salaries for that
job. as well as the different occupa
tional outlooks.
There are also a variety of per
sonality and interest tests students
can take at the testing office, also
located in the center.
These help to give students a bet
ter understanding of what they are
good at, what they enjoy doing, and
how their personality fits into cer
tain job descriptions. Testing cost
ranges from $3-$18 each.
There are also books, directories
and catalogs in the center library,
which provide overviews in many
fields of study, and the different
types of jobs one can get in these
fields.
Avoiding panic
Even if career testing and books
don’t help clear major confusion,
Hayden said students shouldn’t
despair.
“The significance of majors at Cal
Poly is sometimes blown out of pro
portion,” she said. “You can’t plan
everything to the n’th degree, so
don’t feel bad if you haven’t made
the best choice.”
Hayden added that just getting a
degree is an accomplishment, and
that many options exist after grad
uation — even for those who didn’t
have the “perfect” major.
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WOW^
26 years later,WOW’s become more than a rallyclub
he times they are a
chanffin'.
In a 1962 Mustang
Daily, then the El
M ustang, an article
referred to the Week of
Welcome (WOW) as being a
"gala event” and that the cam
pus will be "in the swing.”
It also mentioned there would
be a week OK for informal
discussions on campus student
government, administration and
campus life.
Now, 26 years later WOW has
seen some changes. The main
change came in the fall of 1973
when the WOW Board made

were in.
problem at that time was that
It was after the survey that
students had an awful time.
things
began changing. The new
"They’d come up to the camp,
ly
elected
board of seven stu
stay a day and then want to go
home,” Walters said. "I also had dents, with Walters as adviser,
set out to transform WOW into
difficulty having the students
an
orientation that would meet
leaving the campus to be orien
the
needs of new students.
tated to it.”
Donald
Winn, vice-chair to WOW
With the election of a new
in
1973,
said they looked at if
WOW board that fall, a survey
was conducted of the school they were reaching people.
"We made a lot of changes like
deans, department heads and
giving
up on some traditions that
students who had just par
people
didn’t even know about,
ticipated in the program. "It
like
not
wearing the color red for
became very clear that WOW
that
week,"
Winn said. “The
was meeting the needs of the
reason
we
didn’t
wear red was
counselors rather than being
responsive to the needs of the because at the time we had a big
rivalry with Fresno State.”
new students.
That fall was also the first year
“ In the p ast the way
WOW
presented what was then
counselors were chosen was that
an
effective
studies course, said
the counselors first of all had to
Winn.
Students
would meet in
be a part of a common club on
campus, which at that time was the Cal Poly Theatre for three
the Rally Club," Walters said. hours and learn about adjusting
"Naturally, the Rally Club is to Cal Poly. At the time, each
much different now, but in the student who went through it
past to be a counselor one had to received one unit of credit when
school began.
also be a member of the club.
"This was also the first year
"Now the criteria to be in a
spirit club is much different from that WOW made an album to
being in orientation,” Walters send out to the new students,”
continued. "Someone can do Winn said. "What we wanted to
both, that’s no problem — one do was to be able to sit down
can definitely do both, but it with each student and tell them
really is two different mind about Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
and WOW but we knew that was
sets."
Walters said that there were physically impossible in a week’s
time. And then Bob came up
interviews conducted for each
with the great idea of making a
person to be a WOW counselor
even though they were already a record and sending it to each
part of the club. "The interviews
student.
were really just a farce,” Walters
"Since we were making so
said. "It was a very ‘in-house’ many changes that year we real
selection process. If you met the
ly had no idea how many people
attitude of those performing the
would go through WOW but we
interviews that day then you (the WOW board) were guessing

some decisions that have shaped
the course of its history.
Previously, WOW particpants
were split into two groups. One
group went to camp Ocean Pines
in Cambria for the week and the
other half stayed on campus.
During the students’ orientation
most of the time was spent
listening to administrators speak
and learning about the campus.
At the end of the week the stu
dents who had been at the camp
came back to campus and the
excitement was the rivalry be
tween the two groups.
Bob Walters, adviser to WOW
since August 1972, said a real

V

Ptiolo by MIKE SHOUP

WOW a d vittr Bob Walters has made
many program changes since 1973

MC&AN 0WN(^

maybe 1,000,” Winn said. "But
that year we had 2,000 students
go through the program."
This year the WOW Board is
again using the record to invite
about 2,500 new students to par
ticipate. For the past several
years the record has been pro
duced at KCPR. Now famous
Weird A1 Yankovich helped start
KCPR’s involvement with the
record production.
But for the past two years
KCPR has taken the record a
step further. “We’ve changed the
style completely, come up with
new themes, newer music and
new jokes,” said Frank Warren,
producer for this year’s record!
"In the past it was filled with a
lot of Top 40 songs and the nar
ration involved character play
ing. It was effective the first few
years, but we felt it became
stale.”
This year’s record theme is a
take off of the Nissan commercial
where executives sit around and
talk about how to sell cars. The
WOW Board does the same, ex
cept they’re trying to sell WOW.
But WOW is an easy sell and
participation continues to grow.
Winn said that WOW groups
in the past had three counselors
to a group but because of the
large amount of students in
1973, the groups were given two
counselors. "And it’s been that
way ever since,” Winn said.
"That board became a very
gutsy group,” Walters said.
"They had higher expectations
and yet there are still people who
think that what they did was
ruining the program. But look at
it now.” he said.
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Kuuided 1772, San Luis Obispo, G alifornia.

Photo courtoty o l San Lula Obiapo County H latorical Sociaty

The San Luis Obispo Mission around the turn of the century

A town with a mission
At the heart of SLO’s history is the Mission,
marked by fioods, quakes, converted indians

LINPA rRlT^¿U
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t was 410 years ago when Spanish explorer, Jose
Unamuno, anchored in Morro Bay and became the
first European in what is now San Luis Obispo
County. He travelled inland as far as where Cal
Poly is now, and after observing the dry brown
hills and being attacked by Indians, Unamuno left
the area decidedly unimpressed.
Looking at San Luis Obispo today, with its quaint
shops, bustling university and tree-lined streets, it is
hard to imagine the city as a rugged, Spanish frontier.
But for more than 200 years, that’s exactly what it was.
In 1772, the first missionaries established themselves
in San Luis Obispo to convert the local Chumash In
dians. Headed by Father Jose Cavelier, the tiny expedi
tion of five soldiers and two neophytes (converted
Continued
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Start practicing for the real w orld...
...because chances are, after you graduate,
you'll be working on an IBM computer.
So the IBM PS/2 is the perfect investment. It
can help you organize your notes, write and
revise papers, produce high-quality graphics
and more!
It is easy to learn, easy to use, and it is built
with IBM quality and reliability.
U sing an IBM Personal System /2 com puter to
help you succeed in college can also prepare
you to succeed in your career. So, get a head
start by working now on the computer you'll
probably be working on later.
Stop by El Corral Bookstore for a demonstra
tion.

The IBM Personal System/2 is available at substantial
discounts to students at El Corral Bookstore.
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Mission around 1879. This corner is now Monterey and Chorro streets.

Continued
Indians) built crude wooden structures
near Chorro Creek. The mission was
named after St. Louis, Bishop of
Toulouse, or in Spanish, San Luis
Obispo de Tolosa.
The early mission had more than its
share of early troubles, however.
“ In December of 1776, Yokut Indians
from the Central Valley began raiding
the mission for horses,” said Cal Poly
history professor Daniel E. Krieger.
“They would set the mission roofs —
made out of tule (a grasslike plant) —
on fire as a distraction.”
To alleviate this problem. Father
Junípero Serra wrote Cavelier and in
structed him to start making tile roofs,
said Krieger. This was the beginning of
the distinctive red-tile mission roofs in
San Luis Obispo.
Another problem was repeated
flooding, said Krieger. Flooding even
tually drove the missionaries to higher
ground where they constructed more
substantial buildings composed of
boulders, adobe and limestone. Re
mains of one building still stands on the
corner of Monterey and Broad streets
and is the oldest man-made structure in
San Luis Obispo.
These buildings were inhabited until
an 1812 earthquake damaged them,
continued Krieger. Partly because of
actual damage and partly out of fear,
missionaries and Indians alike avoided
sleeping in them. Some of these build
ings were later used as foundations for
newer buildings. Others were converted
into daytime usage facilities. One such
facility, still partially standing, is an
old cookhouse (currently a youth
center) located off Palm Street.
“This building became the padres’
kitchen after it had proved unsafe for
living,” Krieger said, adding that it
then went on to serve a more grisly
purpose. “The kitchen became a charnel

^
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house (a tomb) for the last of the
Chumash Indians during a typhus
epidemic in 1853 and a cholera epidemic
in 1863. These diseases both work in
the same way — they kill by dehydra
tion. The epidemic is noted in the
memoirs of Sam Pollard, who describes
35-pound adult Indians being helped to
the house for treatment.”
After the 1812 earthquake, the
padres moved into the present-day
mission, Krieger said, explaining that
construction on the new mission had
begun before the earthquake and by
1809 it looked much like it looks now.
"Mission lands covered a half-amillion acres,” said Krieger. “The lands
reached from Santa Maria County line
in the south, Cayucos in the north,
Lake Margarita in the northeast and La
Panza in the east.
“At one point the mission had 900
Indians in it,” said Krieger. “The mis
sion supported itself by growing wheat,
barley and garden vegetables and rais
ing cattle, sheep and goats.
“The mission was unable to sustain
this high population,” said Krieger.
“The death rate always exceeded the
birth rate, and at the end of the mission
period in the late 1830s, there were only
300 Indians left.”
Mission life came to an end in the
1830s as the missions were secularized
under the Mexican government. The
San Luis Obispo mission soon fell into a
state of decay. According to “The
California Missions; A Pictorial History
by Sunset,” Indians drove off the live
stock, the buildings were allowed to
deteriorate and by 1845, when all of the
property except the church was put up
for public sale, it brought only $510.
It wasn't until 1934 that the mission
church restoration began, said Krieger.
Located at the south end of Monterey
Street, the mission is now fully
restored.
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Four out of five studiers
recommend coffee, fries
with calculus, philosophy
t ’s no big revelation, but as students in col
coffee and companionship to keep you awake.”
lege, most must start thinking about study
Coffee is also an essential study aid for student
ing at some point. After all, those high school
Janelle Jacoby. “Good coffee makes or breaks a
A’s and B’s could easily turn into Cal Poly
place,” she said, adding that she prefers studying
C’s and D’s in an instant... that is if study
at Denny’s, the one located off Los Osos Valley
ing is not part of the curriculum. For those readyRoad, and at Hudson’s. “But I prefer to stay at
to don the “Book Worm” persona, there are severhome when nobody else is here. I stay at home if
al key study spots to be aware of.
it’s late and I don’t want to be by myself.”
In a Mustang Daily survey given in May, stu
Although there are a handful of great places to
dents revealed their favorite places to study. Aside
study in San Luis Obispo, the majority of students
from that old standard — the library — many stu
prefer to study in the comfort of their homes.
dents go off campus to their favorite San Luis
Psychology and human development student, Allie
Obispo eateries.
Flanders, said she never studies at the library or
Restaurants are popular because students have
any restaurants. “I stay in the apartment so I
the freedom to eat and drink while studying, since
don’t miss anything like telephone calls or food. I ’ll
study in front of the 'TV sometimes if there is a
Cal Poly’s Kennedy Library doesn’t allow any food
good show on.”
or beverages.
Karen Edling, a senior business major, said she
Cheryl MacLellan, a senior accounting major,
also
studies at home or at someone else’s house. “ I
has spent some late nights at Farm Boy, located on
don’t go to Farm Boy or any place like that
the corner of Marsh and Santa Rosa streets. “ I
because it’s too noisy and I really need it quiet.
was studying there once until these guys started
Besides, you have to buy food there.”
throwing forks at us. So needless to say we didn’t
get much done.” MacLellan said that Hudson’s
Edling said she also likes to study at the library.
Bar and Grill, located at Monterey and Osos
According to the Mustang Daily survey, the se
streets, is a great place to study because they have
cond and third floors of the library are favorites
the best coffee in town.
with students. Grad student Lisa Johnson said she
Cameron Fraser, a business major, said he
prefers to study in the University Union or the
prefers to go to Denny’s. “They have the best at
library. She usually studies in the library on the
mosphere. It’s more private than Farm Boy, and
fourth or fifth floors. “The first, second and third
they have cuter waitresses.” He said he doesn’t get
floors are more like social hour.” She said she
much studying done. “I drink one cup of coffee and
doesn’t like to study at home because the tele
I start pinging off the walls and talking to the
phone rings or she eats all the time.
people I’m with.”
There are a variety of places to study while at
Charlie Sill, a speech communication major, en
tending Cal Poly. Try some of the places mention
joys going to Farm Boy. “They’re great for study
ed and if you get an ‘A,’ it’s probably the place for
groups, right before tests. It’s a great place for
you.
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_________35 JHÙ
i

$30FF
ALarge
SpecialtyPizza

$
2
0
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OR AMedium
SpecialtyPizza

Your Choice—Meat Lovers, Cheese Lovers or Supreme.
Save $ 3 off th e regular price o f a large sp ecialty o r $2 o ff th e re g u la r p rice o f a
m ed iu m specialty pizza.
Plaaaa mantion coupon whan ordanng Ona coupon par party par vw t at participaiing
P izia Hut« raaiauranta Not valid mcombmaiion with any olhar Pizza Hut« otiar Oliar good
on dma-m and carryout ordara Oliar axpiraa KV16/88
t 1968 Pizza Hut. Inc
1/20« cash radamption value

Meat Lover’s

Cheese lx)ver’s

Large Meat Lovers, Cheese Lovers or
Supreme—$3 OFF (with coupon)

In San Luis Obispo, 2 locations to serve you:
261 Madonna Road, in the Madonna Plaza
2138 Broad Street

-Hut
M a k in ’ it great!
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gourmet
coffee maker
breathtaking view

groovy hi-fi
wall shakin’
speaker
mini refrigerator
in attractive
designer color
comfort eaze
throw pillows
plush down
comforter
Photo by Ambor Wisdom

thirst quencher

wall to wail
shag

Juliet Marshall and Laa Koll an|oy thair oluah dorm room I n ' Yosamita Hall

whirl-o-matic blender

Air-conditioned
Luxury?
Although the dorms may not be
air-conditioned or luxurious,
having a good, flexible attitiude
and some real nifty appliances,
could make dorm life a breeze

t is an experience that the majority
of Cal Poly students share — the
fun, comradery and often craziness
of living in the residence halls —
a.k.a “the dorms.”
This fall, approximately 2,800 students
will move into the dorms and carry on a
Cal Poly tradition of qua si-communal stu
dent living that began in 1907. If the
words of past and present dormies give
any indication, these students are in for a
Department begins the process of mat
memorable time.
ching roommates months before students
Fun and friends
move in.
“People are not matched by computers,"
"Everyone I've met has been so friend
said
Cal Poly Director of Housing Robert
ly; our whole tower gets along great
M.
Bostrom.
“We believe that people want
together," said Yosemite Hall resident
Betsy Kennedy of her Hrst experience in to be treated as people by people."
There are, however, certain factors that
the dorms this summer. “This is definitely
Hgure
in roommate selection, Bostrom
a great way to meet friends."
said.
“We
first place students by requests.
Beth Drena, a tower-mate to Kennedy,
Next
we
try
to match students by age.
echoes these thoughts. "The dorms are so
major
and
smoking
or non-smoking. We
much fun," she said. “ I really feel people
sometimes
even
put
roommates together
coming together. Our dorm held a toga
party recently and we didn’t have any who have the same birthday. I think hav
sheets but the ones on our beds. So our ing things in common with a roommate
helps students to feel less lonely,"
whole floor just went in towels.”
Past dormie of Sierra Madre, Skeeter Bostrom said.
“We also try to match students from
Schillig, remembers the adventures of
opposite
ends of the state," he continued.
tower one. "There were a lot of unique
personalities in our tower and we got “This way they get to hear about and of
pretty wild — maybe too wild," he recall ten visit an area they aren’t too familiar
ed. “We once painted the roofs of Sierra with.”
Madre to read “Tower Fun.” We also in
stalled a driving range in our lobby. The Mismatched mates
Despite the effort to match students,
guys who were on my floor are all still
roommate
problems arise.
great friends of mine."
“The biggest problem I see is that peo
ple often make snap-judgements about
Sharing a box
Another major part of dorm life is shar their roommates," said Troy Gilbert.
ing a room, most often with a stranger. Yosemite Hall coordinator of student
Although assigned roommates may ap development (CSD). “They come to me
pear random, the Cal Poly Housing and say, 'I have seen this kind of person

before in high school and I know I won’t
be able to live with them.’ "
These kinds of situations can usually be
resolved by having the student talk with a
resident adviser (RA) or with CSD, Gilbert
said. “I think it’s actually very helpful to
live with someone very different than
yourself. It turns out to be a good learning
experience."
According to Cal Poly Counselor Nancy
A. Jorgensen, lack of assertiveness is
another frequent cause of roommate pro
blems.
“When one roommate doesn’t tell the
other when things are bothering him, the
other roommate assumes that his behavior
is OK. The roommate, although not actu
ally saying anything, will become more
resentful until any little thing will set him
off,” Jorgensen said.
Rules of the game
I t’s important to establish rules be
tween roommates when moving in,
Jorgensen said. Beyond being assertive,
willingness to compromise is also impor
tant in roommate relations.
BiU Bittancourt, a summer RA at
Yosemite Hall, said most problems seem
to occur at the beginning of the year.
“During the first week I saw some con
flicts. Students were experiencing some

problems like homesickness and adjusting
into the right crowd," Bittancourt said.
“However by the third week, people
seemed settled in and I’ve seen almost no
real roommate conflicts.”
Skeeter Schillig. however, found that
some problems occurred later in the year.
“ I found myself making a lot of sacriRces.
You have to be very flexible with your
personal space and privacy. By winter
quarter I was already looking to get out."
Heber Saravia, a past Sierra Madre res
ident, also remembers some dorm pro
blems. “ It was often too noisy to study.
Also the dorm food was really bad. I lost
20 pounds when I lived there."
More love than hate
Most students agree that there are a lot
of pluses to compensate for these
negatives.
There are even ways to get around the
dorm food, said Bittancourt. “ 1 knew
someone in the dorms last year who had a
full service kitchen. She had a microwave,
toaster, blender and refrigerator."
Also, strange events keep life from get
ting too boring. “When I was in the
dorms," said past Tenaya Hall resident
Scott Maxwell, “the girls across the hall
gave my roommate and I a toilet for
Christmas. We had a spot for it right out
side our door where a telephone used to be.
You wouldn’t believe it, but people actual
ly started using it. Then one day it just
disappeared. We later saw it thrown down
some stairs."
Basically, the dorms create a love-haterelationship, said Schillig. “At the end of
the year, I couldn’t wait to get out of the
dorms. But once I was gone, I missed
them. It’s hard to get lonely in the dorms.
There’s always someone to talk to you."
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Winning in SLO
student glut leaves

Photo by AMBER W ISDOM

everal placement services
available to students are
making finding a part^
time job in San Luis
^
Obispo a bit easier.
The closest resource for stu
dents to use is the university’s
Placement Center. Here students
can find listings of both on-and
off-campus job descriptions.
The listings are available to
students at no charge.
The employment categories at
the center include clerical, child
care, house cleaning, yard work,
hotel and restaurant work, retail
s a le s ,
w a itr e s s in g
and
miscellaneous work, such as
tutoring.
“Right before the fall quarter
starts and the first day of fall
quarter are the best times to
check the job boards,” said Joan
Ganous, office manager of stu
dent employment.
The first day of last fall
quarter, she said, there were 60
new positions listed.
Hotel maids and house
cleaners seem to be the betterpaid positions with workers ear
ning $5-$9 per hour, Ganous said,
while clerical workers usually
make $4.25-$5.

Waitressing positions in San
Luis Obispo, along with retail
sales, tend to be competitive and
students with previous experi
ence might have to start at the
bottom and work their way up as
they gain seniority.
Students wishing to work on
campus can also check with the
placement center for openings.
However, Ganous said many
students get on-campus jobs by
applying directly to the depart
ment in which they wish to work.
While on-campus jobs are more
conveniently located for students
and sometimes easier to work in
to their class schedules, they
tend to pay less than off-campus
jobs. Before the minimun wage
increased to $4.25 in July, the
average on-campus wage was be
tween $3.50 and $3.75, Ganous
said.
Most employers using the
Placement Center will not require
students to have a resume, but
some will require references. 'The
center, which is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m.-4;30
p.m., also offers employment
handouts, workshops and indi
vidual counseling.
The California Employment

PX

MCPA fl^CCMAN

F. McLintock's
SALOON

■
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. OBISPO REALTY
We Don't Just List Your Home.

NIGHTLY DINNER SPECIALS
Covered Wagon

•MONDAY -

WE

Call our Century 21 office and you will get the
strength of the Century 21 system working for you.

$2.95

«

(Giant stuffed baked potato)

TUESDAY -

BBQ Chicken

•WEDNESDAY

Spaghetti

R EPR ESEN T IT!!

Take advantage of our friendly, knowledgable staff
working for the largest real estate organization in
the world!!________
____

543-SOLD

•1

(543-7653)

525 Marsh St., San Luis Obispo

•THURSDAY -

Prime Rib

$9.75

•FRIDAY -

Fish and Chips

$4.501

•SATURDAY -

Steak Night

$7.9^$10.95

Each Office is Independently owned and O perated

NEVER A COVER CHARGE

Lunch

B a th Crystals
& Botvders
(Potpourri
S ilv er Jezoelry

Dinner

Cards
Candies
Q ift Item s

* Late Night Menu *
Monday thru Saturday 9pm till Midnight

686 Higuera

Custom Scented
L o tio n 'Bar
'Bath OU
B a th QeC
Scraps

LIVE MUSIC Tuesday thru Saturday

Breakfast

9{^cfion

541-0686

_J

Qreat Q ifts from San L u is OBispo

1124 Garden St.

546-9277
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job market
few jobs, but agencies can help
‘A lot o f stu d en ts
have unrealistic
ideas. T his cau ses
them to h ave a pro
blem finding place
m ent. If th ey broad
en their ou tlook and
realize th is job is
ju st g e ttin g them
through college, th a t
it ’s n ot a career and
th ey don’t le t their
eg o s g e t in volved in
th e job search,
th e y ’ll be OK.’
Carol B eard sley

Development Department, on
South Higuera Street, also has a
no-charge job referral that stu
dents can use.
Students should fill out an ap
plication at the Job Search
counter. Employers then contact
the EDD office with a job open
ing and the people at EDD will
then contact qualified applicants
and set up interviews between
students and employers.
The most conunon positions
available to students through the
EDD are fast food, hotel and
construction jobs, along with
retail sales, said Carol Beardsley,
employment program supervisor.
The wages for more popular jobs
such as retail sales will be lower
than the pay for less glamorous
Beardsley also said that one
jobs like dishwashing, and there disadvantage of the minimum
will be less competition for them, wage increase is that smaller
she said.
employers might be cutting back
“A lot of students have on the number of their personnel
unrealistic ideas,” said Beard in order to minimize costs.
sley. This causes them to have a
Temporary employment agen
problem finding placement. “ If cies are another avenue students
they broaden their outlook and can use to find work. They never
realize this job is just getting charge applicants a fee and can
them through college, that it’s place them in permanent or tem
not a career, and they don’t let porary part-time positions, which
their egos get involved in the job can last indefinitely or only for a
search, they’ll be OK.”
few hours depending upon what

the employer and student want.
“We work a lot with students,”
said Tami Baird, assistant
manager of Sun Temporary Ser
vices in San Luis Obispo. “A lot
of our employers really want
students to work for them, so
they are willing to work around
their class schedules.”
About 85 percent of the jobs
the agency fills are clerical, she
said. But they also place stu
d e n ts in h o u se c le a n in g ,
warehouse and telemarketing
positions. And the wages from
jobs through the temporary
agency are comparable to the
wages available through other
sources.
Baird said students won’t need
a resiune for most positions, but
they will need a professional ap
pearance, as first impressions are
the most important.
“I don’t care if they’re out
shopping with friends or
whatever,” she said. “They
should never go into an office
wearing shorts.”
In addition to these placement
services, students can check the
classified ads of the TelegramTribune, especially the weekend
edition, and the Mustang Daily.

A.S.I. OUTINGS

ESCAPE
ROUTE

Located Downstairs in U.U. 112 756-1287

LOOKING FOR FUN, FRIENDSHIP, ADVENTURE?
WE RE HERE TO HELP YOU OUT!

lu e s -

a id , e W -

CONTACT LENSES, GLASSES
AND SUNGLASSES
Coupon'
DR. ROMAYNE T. SWANSON
DR. NEIL GLENESK

$ 1 . 0 0

OFF

Our already low
equipment

Any one of our

RENTAL

TRIPS

O ne per person. Fall quarter only 1988

O ne per person. Fall quarter only 1988

894 MEINECKE AVE. SUITE A
543-6632
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Poly politics may be revived with election
he p revailing a ttitu d e of
observers who discuss Cal Poly’s
political climate seems to indicate
one thing: students here appear to
be largely apathetic when it
comes to political issues.
And there is plenty of evidence to
document this — or rather lack of
evidence.
Protests, speeches, marches, sit-ins and
walk-outs at Cal Poly are about as com
mon as polar bears in the Sahara. The
most stirring event that could even be
remotely linked to politics occurs when
microphoned Bible thumpers come to the
University Union plaza to preach and
proselytize. Even then the interest
generated by these speakers’ dogmatic
rhetoric usually relates to the “oddity” of
their behavior, not opposition to
ideological arguments.
Thus it might be thought in such an
atmosphere of complacency that no cam
pus politically-oriented clubs could find
the lifeblood to draw upon for existence.
Yet they do exist.
There are several campus clubs involved
in politics worthy of notice: the College
Democrats, the College Republicans and
the Students for Social Responsibility.
'The College Democrats have been an
organized group on campus for several
years although membership and par
ticipation has waxed and waned with the
change of the seasons. Club Adviser
Richard Kransdorf, a professor of political
science, said that last year there were from
15 to 50 people at the meetings.
“This past year the club really took off,”
said Kransdorf, adding that this upsurgence in interest could be linked to the
forthcoming presidential election and the
concern over local environmental issues.

T

The club tries to register voters and bring
issues to the attention of Cal Poly stu
dents by, among other things, having
mock elections and making issue-related
literature available to interested students.
Andrea Mundorf, the president of the
College Republicans at Cal Poly, said her
club was formed in 1981. She said there
are presently 200 members but in the past
it has had as many as 500. “Next year we
will try to get the membership even
higher,” she said. “We’re also going to
have mock elections and push the voter

registration.”
She said her club will have a booth at
WOW and will distribute information on
the club and what it is about. “Next fall
we’re going to pass out information about
the election, the candidates and the issues;
and we’ll try to promote the Republican
ideals and Republican candidates.”
'The clubs are likely to be active in the up
coming congressional election between the
incumbent Leon Panetta, a Democrat, and
his opponent Dr. Stanely Monteith, a
Republican. They are both vying for the
- ^

(C lo ckw lte)D em o cratlc
Incumbent Leon Panetta
will try to regain hla 16th
Congreaalonal
DIatrIct
aaat In November; Dem
o cratic h ead q u arters
downtown; Presidential
e le c tio n
p o ster
for
George Bush.
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office of the 16th Congressional District,
which includes San Luis Obispo, Morrò
Bay, part of Los Osos, Cambria, San Si
meon and Big Sur as well as Monterey,
Santa Cruz and Carmel.
The Students for Social Responsibility
is a nonpartisan club which welcomes
members from all rays of the political
spectrum. Club president Tony Biren said
the club was founded about five years ago,
primarily in response to current nuclear
issues — particularly with respect to nu
clear proliferation. “Since that time we’ve
broadened and we’re focusing on issues
like local oil drilling and environmen
talism, the supervisor race, east-west rela
tions, a little bit on Central America and
even on recycling,” he said.
Biden said the club sponsors the Create
Peace Week every winter quarter which
features speakers on such issues as nu
clear weapons. He said last year during
Create Peace Week the group, in conjunc
tion with ASI Concerts, arranged the Joan
Baez concert at Cal Poly.
In the fall, Biden said the club will be
focusing on the presidential election and
will likely organize an educational cam
paign presenting both sides of the contest.
“The Club’s purpose is to create social
awareness of the issues that are going on
for the people on campus,” he said. “But
since we’re nonpartisan, we can’t get take
sides.”
As for the politicial inclinations of the
voters in San Luis Obispo, Republicans
outnumber Democrats by about 3,000 and
have maintained a majority since 1985.
Whether or not students choose to get
involved in the local issues such as off
shore oil drilling or protesting the opera
tion of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
plant, they are sure to be made aware of
them by the local newspaper and televi
sion station. If the desire is there for
political activism there are plenty of op
portunities locally to get involved.
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W E D E L IV E R
PIZZA

(12" - 14" - 16")

green, sp in a ch , and pasta

T oppings Include:
artichokes • m ushroom s • o lives
• onions • bell peppers • pineapple
• Italian ham • pepperoni • sausage
lin guica • anch ovies

2318 Broad Street
San Luis Obispo

• SALADS
•Hot Italian
Sandwiches
• Beer, Wine,
Soft Drinks

5 4 9 -9 3 9 2

HOURS: Tues.-Thurs. 11:30-9:00.
Fri.-Sat. 11:30-10:00. Sun. 4:00-9:00.
Closed Monday.

OFF
\
Any Large Pizza\

^ - - ^ " $ 1 .0 0

\

OFF
\
Any Small or \
Medium Pizza \
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Trouble
in
paradise
Hidden under Poly’s
beautiful and serene
exterior iie sexuaiiy
reiated dangers that
threaten the unaware

iOLCCN WNPT

hough Cal Poly may seem so removed
from the real world, nestled among
breathtakingly-beautiful mountains, with
a cleansing sea breeze washing over it, it is
just another college campus in terms of
social itatistics.
In 1987 there were 3 cases of gonorrhea, 37 cases of
Herpes Simplex II and 92 cases of chlamydia reported
at the Cal Poly Health Center.
There is one reported case of AIDS-related com
plications and about 20 reported cases of AIDS virus
carriers on campus. As of yet, there are no reported
full-blown cases of AIDS on campus, but any of the
carriers have a great chance of getting AIDS in the
next 5-7 years.
And these statistics are sorely incomplete, since
many students may go home to their family doctors,
or to the county. The county administers free AIDS
tests, whereas the Health Center charges a $9 lab fee.
The county offers total anonymity, while the school
keeps permanent records of every visit a student
makes.
Carolyn Hurwitz, Cal Poly’s health educator, has
worked hard to let administrators, and students alike,
know that there is a large problem with rape, sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs), and pregnancy on
campus.
“People really have to be careful. They think ‘since
(students) are educated, they are not going to have
diseases,’ ’’ Hurwitz said.
Hurwitz has compiled statistics on pregnancy tests
and results at the Health Center.
From September 1987 to June 1988 there were 347
pregnancy tests administered, and out of those 72
were positive. No actual follow-up statistics are kept,
but the number of terminated pregnancies is thought
to be very high, Hurwitz said.
Again, these numbers are likely smaller than the
reality. Planned Parenthood, which opened in San
Luis Obispo a year ago July, also gives students more
anonymity and $5-$15 pregnancy tests.
It is the only agency in San Luis Obispo that per
forms abortions. Planned Parenthood declined to give
any estimates or statistics about the number of Cal
Poly students who obtain abortions there.
Two years ago ASI passed a resolution, by a slim
margin, to put condom-dispensing machines in cam
pus restrooms. 'Though the Senate had passed the
resolution, the then ASI President Kevin Swanson
believed the machines would induce promiscuity on
campus, and he vetoed the resolution.
The Health Center is a good source of information
and help, however. It sells condoms at a low price (11
for $1) and has the latest birth control pills and pro
ducts available, also at extremely low prices. It does
have limited hours and long waits, however, unlike an
all-night restroom.
Another little-talked about, but imminent campus
problem, is rape.
Hurwitz quoted national rape statistics, saying that

one out of four college women will experience rape or
attempted rape by the time they leave college. Then
there is a one-in-three chance that a woman will be
raped during her lifetime, nationwide.
She said these statistics are probably similar to Cal
Poly statistics.
Hurwitz said a number of women have told her they
were raped at Cal Poly. One student said she had been
gang-raped in her dormitory.
Detective Wayne Carmack of Cal Poly Public Safe
ty said the most important thing for prevention of
rape is for women to be aware that it does happen,
and it could happen to them. He also said that the
majority of rapes on campus are not the type where
the assailant jumps out of the bushes and attacks a
woman.
The typical scenario is a party, especially where
p>eople have been drinking or taking drugs. Once a
woman drinks to the point of losing control, she is
vulnerable, he said.
These rapes do occur at Cal Poly, and they often go
unreported.
Carmack cited an instance, which was never of
ficially reported, where a student had been invited to
study at a male friend’s apartment. After she got
there, he forced her to have intercourse with him.
“She felt so violated and vulnerable, that she im
mediately left school,’’ Carmack said.
“He got away scot-free. And that was terrible.’’
because she had to pay the price for her own rape, he
said.
Carmack said he only heard about the incident
months after it happened.
Many women, as in this case, do not report rapes.
“I t’s kind of a strange thing. A lot of women feel
guilty. They feel dirty,’’ and this prevents them from
reporting the rape, he said.
Carmack also said that most rape victims lose the
significant relationship in their lives after the inci
dent, causing a further feeling of alienation and
hopelessness.
Carmack recommended a rape prevention program
in town called Model Mugging, a non-profit
organization.
“ It’s really effective,’’ Carmack said. The program,
a five-week female self-defense course, has a high
success rate, he said.
To help alleviate non-acquaintance rape problems.
Cal Poly’s Inter-Fraternity Council has an escort ser
vice during the regular school year. Escorts walk
women to their cars from the library or from the Uni
versity Union.
Public Safety also has a radio-dispatched van which
picks people up from anywhere on campus and takes
them back to their apartments, but not downtown,
Carmack said.
Cal Poly is the real world, though it may not seem
to be. Students need to be careful here, as they would
anywhere else. And^ awareness is the key to preven
tion, Carmack said. *
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Burned, banished
n the course of your Cal Po
ly education, should you
ever direct yourself toward
the English department,
you can almost certainly
count on being fed a steady
diet of “Classics.” Not that there
is anything terribly wrong with
this anthologized fare, it’s just
limited.
T hankfully, a lte rn a tiv e s
do exist.
What follows is a brief and
far-from-exhaustive survey of
great, and nearly great, books
which for one reason or another
won’t be found on most class
reading lists. All of these books,
and their authors, were and are
still controversial enough, either
politically, artistically, or intel
lectually to merit their exclusion
from most curricula.
Don’t tell your parents about
them.

A famous photo of William S. Burroughs by Gerard Malanga

dïiicRùQVs

•Petronius — Perhaps the fa
ther of “alternative” literature,
Petronius Arbiter lived during
the last days of the Roman Em
pire. One of Nero’s favorites, his
great, though fragmentary work.
The Satyricon, has been banned
and burned throughout Western
history. Although it is hardly as
bad as its reputation, its depic
tions of orgies, bloodshed and
other Roman diversions has
forever precluded classroom
useage.

simple perversion, de Sade also
presented a number of prophetic
psychological and ethical ideas.
Justine, the story of a young in
nocent’s experience with a lessthan-innocent world is a good
place to start.

•Marquis de Sade — The in
famous deviant de Sade left more
to posterity than the practice of
sadism. Spending most of his life
in a variety of jails, he passed his
ample spare time composing vast
tomes recounting every imagin
able erotic perversion. Cruelty
and criminal acts are the rhyme
and reason of his many novels
and philosophical tracts. Beyond

•Louis-Ferninand Celine —
One of the most original, influen
tial and neglected novelists of
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An alternative book list
this century, Celine is often ig
nored for his rather unpopular
political views — namely his be
ing a fierce anti-semite and nazi
collaborator. A doctor by profes
sion, he spat his acid vision into
many dense, cynical and extrordinary novels, which go far
beyond his unfortunate political
persona. His first two, largely
autobiographical novels. Journey
to the End of the Night, and
Death On the Installment Plan,
are classics of modern fiction and
v erita b le d ic tio n a rie s of
pessimism.
•William S. Burroughs — The
eternal darling of pseudo
intellectual drug abusers and
godfather of the Beat movement.
Burroughs’ early novels nearly
live up to their author’s reputa
tion. Although many of his liter
ary experiments may seem little
more than hot air, there is
enough of interest in them, ar
tistically and intellectually, to
make him an alternative "mustread.” His first and best exper
imental novel. Naked Lunch, is
told from the point of view oÎ a
recovering junkie — hardly the
stuff of American literature an
thologies. Apart from the long,
pretentious and often excrutiating sexual fantasies scat
tered throughout the book. Bur
roughs is brilliant and funny.
Hide this one under your mat
tress.

Other authors of merit
•Henry Miller — His long
banned Celine-influenced novels
Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of
Capricorn, written in the late
1930s, are racy and often in
furiating and served as pro
totypes for the later Beat
writers.
•Yukio Mishima — A bizarre
Japanese writer whose novels
about women and children are
intense and weird. The Sailor
Who Fell From Grace With The
Sea is a good introduction.
•Joris-Karl Huysmans — Pro
bably the best of the 19th cen
tury French Decadents, Oscar
Wilde reportedly had his novel
Against Nature in mind as the
textbook for Dorian Grey’s
decline and fall. A veritable en
cyclopedia for the fashionably
disillusioned.
• Gertrude Stein — One of the
earliest literary modernists, her

A ll of th ese books,
and their authors,
were and are still
controversial
enough, either
p olitically,
artistically, or Intel*
lectu ally to m erit
their exclu sion from
m o st curricula.

m ost fam ous novel. The
Autobiography of Alice B.
Toklas, tells the story of her first
years in Paris and of her friend
ships with Picasso and Matise.
•J.G. Ballard — A British
speculative fiction writer whose
tamest novel, Empire of the Sun,
was recently made into a cheesy
movie by Steven Spielberg. His
more provocative novels Crash
and The Unlimited Dream Com
pany and his many short story
collections are visionary.
•Comte de Lautramont — Also
known as Isador Ducasse, this
self-styled count professed the
virtues of evil in his only com
plete work, a long prose poem
called Maldoror. This has b ^ n a
big favorite among surrealists,
past and present.
•Alfred Chester — A strange,
obscure man who wrote a
strange, obscure novel called The
Exquisite Corpse. That’s about
all anyone knows about liim.
Read his novel though.
•John Fante — A little-known
writer from the mid-1930s,
revived in the 1980s. His stories
and novels about his hapless
alter-ego Arturo Bandini’s expe
riences in Hollywood flop houses
are funny and nearly profound.
•Charles Bukowski — Newly

hip wino and part-time author,
Bukowski was greatly influenced
by Fante. His stories, novels and
poems about L.A. street life are
frighteningly real. His seminal
work, Notes of a Dirty Old Man, a
collection of newspaper articles
written during the late 1960s, is
truly brilliant.
•Nathaniel West — Another
L.A. writer. West has been
strangely neglected. Like Fante
and Bukowski, he also captures
the weird qualities of his chosen

environment. His two famous
short novels Day of the Locust
and Miss Lonelyhearts are
steeped in a powerful sense of
angst and dread.
• Hunter S. Thompson — The
father of “Gonzo Journalism”
and word-of-mouth immortal,
Thompson’s classic Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas is an
almanac of semi-legal depravity.
His hallucinogenic search for the
American Dream will delight
Freaks of all ages.

5< COPIES • 5< COPIES • 5< COPIES • 5< CO
M ike ’s C o p y and Graphics, the only place around
that still offers 5< COPIES, full- or self-serve, is pleased
to announce their newest service:

C*0*M ^P*U*T*E^R^S
That's right! Along with all of our
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
IN THE f o o t h il l Pl a za
other great services, w e now
SHOPPING CENTER
have Macintosh" computers for Cal Poly
Calilo'''>a
you to rent! A n d w e ’re still your
outlet for print-quality copies,
typesetting, stats, folding and
much, much more!
Foothi« *
Ptara

Phone: (805) 544-3625

* MIKES

775 FCX5THIU BOULEVARD
SAN LUIS OBISPO

AÜTOBODY, PAIMT & TIMT SHOP
FREE ESTIMATES
INSURANCE WORK GLADLY ACCEPTED
WE STAND BEHIND ALL
COLLISION REPAIRS

• MUSCLE CARS & CLASSICS A SPECIALTY
• QUALITY 3M W INDO W TIN TIN G
• VAN CONVERSIONS & INTERIORS
• G R O U N D EFFECT KITS AVAILABLE

QUALITY AUTOBODY
& PAINT WORK

541-4938
Detailing • Rustproofing • Undercoating

BUTTO NW O O D INDUSTRIAL PARK
731 BUCKLEY RD. SLO
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Good food for thought

When it’s time to eat, these popular spots may fit the bill
ust because you're in college, doesn't mean
your diet has to consist of Top Ramen, mac
aroni and cheese or dorm food for the next
four years.
When a change of pace is in order, there are
plenty of places to eat in the San Luis Obispo area.
Whether you just got paid or have to borrow $3
from your roommate, there's something here for
everyone.

J

Expensive (formal to semiformal):
•Cafe Roma, at 1819 Osos St.,
is run by an Italian family and
offers authentic Northern Italian
cooking and service. The pasta is
made fresh daily. Most items are
a la carte and start around $7. A
complete meal starts at about
$13. Patio dining is available.
•Ian’s, up Highway 1 in Cam
bria, is definitely worth the drive
for special occasions. It has a
soft, romantic atmosphere. It of
fers the best of California cuisine
(a new menu every night), featur
ing seafood, steak and pasta.
Dinner prices run from $14 to
$24, and the service and desserts
are excellent.
•Carmel Beach is located in a
downtown Victorian home be
tween (what else) Carmel and
Beach streets. It is a favorite
with students. Its specialty is

MCPA rl^CCMAN

seafood, but also serves chicken
and beef. Dinner prices run from
$11 to $20.
• F. McLintock’s Saloon and
Dining House on Mattie Road in
Shell Beach is the place to go if
red meat is on the mind and the
parent’s are buying. With an old
west atmosphere, the restaurant
is famous for its waterfall-style
of filling the ol’ waterglass.
Average dinner prices range
around $16. The saloon
downtown on Higuera Street is
good for drinks and its annual
rocky mountain oyster fests.
•This Old House is another
good place for steak and ribs,
especially ribs. Located on
Foothill Boulevard, this old farm
house has dinners that start
around $12. The wild west also
lives on here.
•The Madonna Inn has more
than just great bathrooms. After
dinner and ballroom dancing,
make sure to have a piece of
Madonna’s famous black forest
cake.
Moderate (Casual):
•Wine Street Inn, located in
the Network on Higuera Street,
offers a romantic atmosphere,
live music and a large wine cellar
for those reflective moods.
Specialties include chicken, fresh
seafood and fondue. Prices start
around $9.
•Brubeck’s, also located on
Higuera Street, features Califor-

nia-style decor and live jazz potato skins and nachos for
music. House specialties include around $5 and more than 40 dif-|
buffalo wings, sauteed brie and ferent beers from around the!
grilled oysters, all priced between world.
$6 and $10.
•Del Monte Cafe, at 1901 San Sandwiches and Salads:
ta Rosa St., serves fresh fish,
• The S p in d le , located!
omlettes and quiche and features downtown in The Network on!
a complete breakfast menu. Din Higuera Street, offers generous]
ner prices average $6 or $7 and servings of salads and sandi
breakfasts cost around $4.
wiches. You can eat inside orl
•California Pasta Factory is at outside on the patio, overlooking!
1040 Broad St., overlooking the the creek, and enjoy live music!
creek. It offers a variety of on Friday and Saturday after{
pastas, sauces and specialty noons. I t’s a popular place with!
dishes. The restaurant makes its students for beer and wine!
own pasta, and prices range from coolers in the sun.
$4 to $8. You can eat inside, on
•Osos Street Subs has 23 dif]
the patio or take-out.
ferent kinds of sandwiches alongl
•The Apple Farm, 2015 with salads and nachos, and the^
Monterey St., serves wholesome deliver.
American cooking. Open for
• Ben Franklin’s Sandwich!
breakfast, lunch and dinner, the Company, located at 313 Higuera!
menu includes items like chicken St., has 30 different sandwiches,!
and dumplings, homemade salads and some Mexican food.
soups, sandwiches and cinnamon
• Michael’s Deli is San Luis
rolls. Prices range from
$3 to Obispo’s answer to New York’s
$6 for breakfast and lunch and Carnegie Deli. There’s lox and
$8 to $12 for dinner.
bagels, blintzes and chopped
•T h e
A ssem b ly
L ine, liver in addition to regular
downtown on Higuera Street, sandwiches and salads. Michael's
has a huge salad bar with more is located at 785 Higuera St.
than 70 items. It also has good
beef ribs, baked potatoes, Burgers and Hot Dogs:
chicken, seafood and sandwiches.
•Frank’s Famous Hot Dogs
Prices range from about $5 for has a new location at California
lunch and $8 to $14 for dinner.
and Monterey streets. It serves
•Spike’s Place, a legendary old-fashioned hot dogs and
eating and drinking establish burgers made to order. The
ment, is located at 570 Higuera Monster Burger and one of their
St. It offers appetizers such as great milk shakes can satisfy the

C a b le
E ssen tia ls;

w

Just What you need to
beat the 2-channel -TV
blues.

Basic Cable &
Remote Control: $19.45/mo.*
Also available: HBO, Showtime,
Cinemax, The Movie Channel, Stereo FM.
* plus tax and fees.

0

I

g i i * « » y F9

Discover a video store of your
very own: 26 channels,
including MTV. VH-1, E SPN ,
Cable News Network and
more. Plus access to Sonic
Request Pay-per-view movies
and sports. All served up on
our state-of-the-art remote
control converter.

CAL POLY SPEQAL:
50% OFF CABLE
INSTALLATION
When you order basic cable +
remote control or premium
service.

" y y y

Regularly $40.00
WITH C O U P O N $20.00
Expires 9/30/88

Schedule your cable
installation now.
>m

j»*** «•«!

Sonic C a b le T é lé visio n

544-2618

270 Bridge St. • SLO
' ••

m0mai

••«•••••••••mm•
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hugest appetite. Frank’s
faithful customers.
•Scrubby and Lloyd’s Cafe,
located on Carmel Street, is an
immortal hole-in-the-wall. It’s a
small place with irregular hours,
but the hamburgers are famously
good.
•Speedy Burger is another
hole-in-the-wall that many may
just pass off as a greasy-spoon.
But the burgers and burritos
(especially the breakfast burritos)
are great and safe. Speedy
Burger is located biking distance
from campus at the corner of
Foothill and Santa Rosa streets.
•The Burger Factory, located
on Santa Rosa, has what you’d
expect to find at any drive-in.
Good fries, shakes and even
roller-skating waitresses (in
Pismo Beach that is).
Fast Food:
•San Luis Obispo has all the
basic fast food places, but Tacc
Bell on Santa Rosa Street is
definitely the place to go after
hours. And don’t expect to make

Monday, September 12,1988

late night runs through any
drive-thrus, because there are
none. The city doesn’t allow
them. There is also no Jack in the
Box or Wendy’s in town.
Pizza:
•N ardonne’s La Famiglia
Pizzeria on Broad Street has
authentic, old-style pizza in a
small, homey atmosphere. It
takes a little longer, but it’s
worth the wait. Nardonne’s also
delivers.
• Woodstock’s Pizza, located
downtown on Court Street, be
tween Monterey and Higuera
streets, is a Cal Poly favorite.
There’s lots of room to eat there
or free delivery available.
•Domino’s Pizza has three
locations in town. The delivery is
great for dormies without cars.
•Jake’s Take N’ Bake on
Foothill Boulevard offers
ready-made pizza to take home
and cook. A lot of pizza for your
money. (Large pizzas are so big
they usually won’t fit in the
oven.)

' Ê ÊA N U ^ U R ER S / □
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cyclist
sw im m er

Photos by M ICHELLE 01 SIM ONE

□ RUNNER
□ TRIATHLETE

□

Mnufacturers/

BODYBUILDER
□ WANNABE

CHECK ONE OF THE ABOVE
AND THEN
CHECK THESE OUT

' ANIMAL SHORTS

CYCLE SHORTS

$ 1 2 .9 9

$ 1 2 .9 9
(2nds PRICE)

' SPORTIGHTS

(2nds PRICE)

$12.99
(2nds PRICE)

695 HIGUERA
(AT BROAD)

PLUS OTHER BRAND NAME APPAREL
& ACCESSORIES AT PRICES TOO
LOW FOR US TO PRINT

OPEN 7 DAYS

DOWNTOWN SLO
.9

541-6019
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High Exp

Volleyball, football team!
following last year’s
Team faces tough play in Big West
top 20 every year,” says Wilton.
om en’s Volleyball
The conference includes such
team returns this
season with most of
perennial powerhouses as defending
national champion Hawaii, the Uni
last year’s squad,
which finished ranked
versity of the Pacific, UC Santa
ninth nationally and
Barbara, San Jose State and San
State.
was eliminated by eventualDiego
national
champion Hawaii in the second
"If we have a question mark right
round of the NCAA tournament.
now. and I suppose all teams do, it is
The team lost Theresa Smith and
leadership," says Wilton. "Who is
Claudia Hemmersbach to firaduation
going to assume that role? I can’t
and Darcy Pankhard who failed a
tell you right now.”
required physical test; one senior,
Another concern of Wilton’s is
two juniors and five sophomores are
that he felt at times last year that
returning.
the team did not compete well.
"The progress of the freshmen
"I expect the team to do better
that were already here has been so
great that I expect to be a lot better
this year,” says Coach Mike Wilton,
'I exp ect the team to do
"We were young and inexperienced
b etter w ith respect to
(last year) and we struggled at times
with such a tough level of
w in s and lo sses, but
competition.”
m ainly w h at Tm con
The tough level of competition
cerned about is th e team
that Wilton is referring to is the Big
West conference, which until last
com p etin g better. I
year was called the Pacific Coast
th ou gh t there were a lot
Athletic conference.
"Most people consider the Big
o f tim es la st year where
West to be the toughest conference
we had trouble com 
in the country because seven of the
p etin g. W hen tough
10 teams in the conference are in the

W

with respect to wins and losses, but
mainly what I’m concerned about is
the team competing better,” says
Wilton. "I thought there were a lot
of times last year where we had
trouble competing. When tough
times happened we were not able to
rise to the occasion.”
The team will play nine matches
before school begins, including the
LSU Invitational and the Colorado
State Classic tournaments. The
home opener will be Monday, Sept.
19 against Pepperdine.
"With what we’ve got coming
back.” says Wilton, “ I feel that we
have some experience and some
people that know what it takes to
succeed and to play the Cal Poly
way. And, I really feel good about
our freshmen.”
Other things to watch for this
season will be the broadcasting of
selected games for the first time on
the new UHF station, TV-15. The
selected games will be broadcast at
11 p.m. — immediately following the
conclusion of the games. In addition,
Wilton will do a half-hour show
following the games.
For radio listeners. Cal Poly’s
KCPR FM has live broadcasts.

tim es happened w e were
not able to rise to the
occasion.
M ike W ilton

f’T
LOItCNZ

Photo by OARVL t

1988 Volleyball Schedule
Date

Opponent

Time

Nevada-Reno... 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 1 —
p.m.
St.Mary’s ....7:30
Sept. 3 p.m.
T
ulane.......
7:30
Sept. 7 —
Sept. 9 — Northwestern State .. noon
Baden/Avia Classic , LSU
Sept. 9 — Northwestern State ... 12 p.m.
Northeast Louisiana — 5:15 p.m.
Sept. 10 — S. Western Louisiana .. 9 a m.
New Orleans ... 12:30 p.m.
Championship ... 7:30 p.m.
Colorado State Classic
Sept. 16 — Cal Poly vs.Houston .. 5:30 p.m.
Colorado St.vs.Notre Dame-7:30 p.m.
Sept. 17 — Consolation... 5:30 p.m.
Championship... 7:30 p.m.
Photo by KEVIN M ARTIN

This year’s team only loses three from the 1987 roster

Sept. 19 — PEPPERDINE.... 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 23 - * U C IRVINE....7:30 p.m.
Sept. 24 — ‘ LONG BEACH .... 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 30 — *San Jose State.. 7:30 p.m.
Oct.
1 — 'P a c ific ...... 7:30 p.m.

Date

Opponent

Time

O ct.
5 * U C S B ...7 :3 0 p.m
Oct. 7 - *CSU FULLERTON .. 7:30 p.m
Oct. 8 — ‘ SAN DIEGO S T... 7:30 p.m
Oct.
14 —'Fresno S T
7:30 p.m
Oct.
15 — Pepperdine
7:30 p.m
Oct.
21 - 'U .C . Irvine.... 7:30 p.m
Oct.
22 —'Long Beach S t.. 7:30 p.m
Oct.
p.m
28 — 'PAC IFIC ....... 7:30
Oct. 29 - 'S A N JOSE ST.... 7:30 p.m
O ct.
p.m
31
BYU ... 7:30
Nov.
4
—'San Diego S t ... 7:30 p.m
Nov. 5 -^'C a l State Fullerton ... 7:30 p.m
Nov.
7
—'H A W A II..... 7:30
p.m
Nov.
8
— 'H A W A II.... 7:30
p.m
Nov.
11 -'F R E S N O ST ...7:30 p.m
Nov. 15 —'UC Santa Barbara ... 7:30 p.m
VOLLEYBALL MONTHLY INVITATIONAL
Nov. 18 — Texas vs. New Mexico-5:30 p.m.
Cal Poly vs.lOWA ... 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 19 — CONSOLATION ... 5:30p.m.
CHAMPIONSHIP.. 7:30p.m.
'B ig West Conference Match
Home Games in CAPS
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tâtions
3 expect great seasons
victorious showings
strong defensive play could be key to season
T

m he Cal Poly football team in 1987 wowed
m the crowd with its best season since 1980
m
and this year’s season is expected to be
m
even better.
“ I think we are a better football team than we
were last year,” said Lyle Setencich, head football
coach.
The 1988 season will mark Setencich’s second
year with Cal Poly. He has more than 20 years
coaching experience and prior to coming to Cal
Poly coached at Boise State University.
In 1987 the Mustangs posted a 7-3 overall mark
and 3-3 in the Western Football Conference, their
best record since 1980 when the Mustangs won the
Division II Championship.
“ I would like our team to compete for the Divi
sion II championship and make the national
playoffs,” said Setencich. “We are a more experi
enced defensive team than we were last year.”
The coach named returning players Chris Dunn,
John Vincent, Tom Carey and John Fassett as
among the best defensive players on the team.
Other outstanding defensive players include Terrill
Brown and Rene Oliver.
He also expects students to see a real improve
ment in the team’s offensive performance.
As far as the league goes, Sentencich says he
expects Portland State University to be the
hardest team to beat, and predicts that they will be
tough contenders for the league championship. He
added that Cal Poly should match up well with Cal
State Northridge, Cal State Sacramento, Santa
Clara University and Southern Utah University.
The first football game of the season will pit the
Mustangs against Oklahoma’s Cameron College.
Last year Cameron College achieved an 11-2 record
and won the NAIA (National Athletic Inter
collegiate Associate! National Championship.
While examining last year’s season for both its
special moments and its downfalls, the coach said:
“At times we played very well: at times we were
exciting, but lack of consistency is something we
need to improve upon.”
Some 1988 stars could be Keith Jarrett, back-up
quarterback, red-shirted David I.afferty and star
ting quarterback Tom Sullivan, said Setencich.
Besides outstanding returning players. Assistant
Coach Danny More says several top freshmen and

IHOPTAUOH

transfer students will be joining the team.
About 35 new recruits have begun training for
the upcoming season. Out of these players. More
said potential starters include Jon Hill, a defensive
lineman who transferred from Los Angeles and
Don Eastman, a kicker who transferred from
Moorpark College in L.A.
More said he’s also excited about several top
freshmen recruits from the local area. Top pro
spects include Jason Brown, a running back from
Paso Robles, Philip Krumpe, a kicker from San
Luis Obispo and Aaron Smith, an offensive
lineman from Atascadero.
“The previous staff did not do well with the local
area,” said More, adding that this year’s staff is
trying to keep “the best kids in the area at home.”
For all recruits, however, certain standards hold
firm. “We look for athletic talent, movement,
quickness and agility.” said Setencich.

A winning season is not the team’s only goal,
said the coach. He said “learning the work ethic,
discipline and commitment to being as good a
player as your physical talents will allow you to
be” are also important.
“ If you do everything you can do to win then
neither player nor coach has anything to be
ashamed of. Fifty percent of us are going to lose
every Saturday.”
More said the athletic program also stresses ac
ademic achievement — the ultimate goal being
graduation for all players. The program now has
about a 55 percent graduation rate, which More
says he would like to see move up to a realistic
level of 70 percent.
But overall, this year’s season should be some
thing to look forward to. An improvement over last
year’s season could only bolster growing student
pride in the Cal Poly Mustangs.

{rX KAIZENWILLIAMS

1988 Football Schedule
D a te
Sept.

10

—

CAMERON

Sept.

17

—

•P ortland

Sept.

24

Oct.

1

Oct.

T im e

O pponent

8

—
—

—

ANGELO

COLLEGE..., .. 7

p.m.

Univ .. 7

p.m.

UNIV. .. 7

p.m.

State
STATE

N o rth rid g e ...... . 7

p.m.

•CSU

SACRAMENTO.... .. 7

p.m.

•CSU

Oct.

15

—

•CAL

LUTHERAN....... . 7

p.m.

Oct.

22

—

••CSU

HAYWARD....... . 2

p.m.

Oct.

29

Nov.

5

Nov.

12

—

UC
•SO.

—

•Univ.

D a v i s ................... 1
UTAH
of

Home games In CAPS
*0enotes WFC league
••Homecoming

p. m.

STATE..... ..7

p.m.

Clara .. 7

p.m.

Santa

games
Plfolo by DARYL SHOPTAUQH

The Mustangs look to pick off another good season
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Above
Being of age in
his article is designed to
give those of you both
new to town and over the
age of 21 a little guide on
what’s hot at night in
SLO-town.
Of course, for those under the
age of 21, but in possession of a
small piece of laminated paper
which states otherwise, then
please read on. However, be cau
tioned, fake I.D.’s in this town
may not work quite like they did
back home, bouncers and liquor
store clerks here are well trained
and often on an incentive plan.
In other words, the more I.D.’s
they take away, the more money
they make. So, beware young
ones.
For those who are apt to
categorize leisure lovers in town,
three distinct types are obvious:
the Dancers, the Drinkers and
the Thinkers.

T

The Dancers
It seems as if a lot of people
have the distinct problem of get
ting (and sometimes keeping)
their alcohol down. This group
finds it necessary to wriggle and
writhe in strange movements,
usually up and down a dance
floor, simply to help their
digestive processes. For those of
the Dancer persuasian, these
locales might be of interest:
•The Graduate — This popular

college chain is located about one folks at the Flats will even throw
mile south of town on a little side in a T-shirt that says: “I ate the
street named Industrial Way (it’s worm at Tortilla Flats.”
• D.K.’s West Indies Bar &
easy to pass by ... guaranteed).
Grill
— This place has something
The Graduate has by far the
largest dance floor in the county for everybody. First off, for a bar
and the most powerful sound they have great food. With a
system to boot. The Graduate Jamaican atmosphere, the black
will also light up the night with beans and rice are a must-try.
what seems like a zillion lights Second, for those into live music,
and about eight big-screen tele this is fast becoming the place to
visions that go up and down like see the best. In past months
Camper Van Beethoven, House
Venetian blinds all night long.
One note of caution — if you do of Freaks and They Might Be
go to the Graduate, and you do G ian ts have graced the
drink, don’t drive home. Really. checkered stage at D.K.’s, just to
Unfortunately, the infamous San name a few. On Thursday and
Luis Obispo Police Department Friday nights people dance and
also knows about the Grad and drink to pre-recorded dance
they are well aware that there is tapes.
•The Darkroom — Although
also a nice one-mile-long
straightaway leading back into not quite as dark as it used to be,
the newly remodeled Darkroom
town. They’ll get you every time.
•Tortilla Flats — Again if you is another place to see live music.
like dancing to the syncopated Some would refer to it as a holebeat of a D.J. on steroids then in-the-wall because of its size, but
this is another place for you. the Darkroom (or. The World
Located right off the main drag Famous Darkroom as it is also
(that street you can’t quite pro known) does have quite an at
nounce yet. Higuera Street) on mosphere. Ivocal bands usually
Nipomo Street, Tortilla Flats play here.
stays open real late for all the
The Drinkers
hard-cores out there.
These people are more into
The Flats (as people in-theknow refer to it) is also the home what they’re drinking, how cheap
of the Worm. They sell bottles of it is and how much they can
tequilla that come equipped with drink with the money they have
their own worm. Drink enough of on them, rather than with
these little buggers and the nice dancing.

The Dancers

lia g e

W e lc o m e to S L O !
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BEAR VALLEY
AUTO
PARTS
IS NOW OPEN!

B ed a n d B reakfast

Serving South San Luis Obispo, Laguna Lake,
Los Verdes Park, Avila Beach, Sheil Beach

FREE!

Quart of Oil!!

Casira S

TÌW standard

Your Choice with INS ad

5ytif,

Scrum ptious full gourm et
breakfast included.

GTX

15 m in u t e s f r o m

10/40
20/50
5/30
10/30

BATTERIES
Group24,24f, 74

7 spacious guestroom s, each w ith queen
sized bed and private bath. Decorated with
old-fashioned country charm.

$ 3 9 9 9

Pronto, by Gabriel
gas charged
after rebate price...............

NcNillian&Wife
M A RKET

99c ea. case quantity

$ 1 ^ 4 8 9

AIR & OIL FILTERS
Most c a rs ............

A pproved ♦ ♦ ♦

(805) 489-5926

most cars.

SHOCK ABSORBERS

Modest Rates

407 El Camino Real
Arroyo Grande, CA

30 WT
40 WT

SPARK PLUGS
Alt brarids,
$ 119

• grocery

HURRY!

Startex • Most cars. As low as

*d e li

• beer fif w in e •

Special Pricing
Ends 9-30-S8

STARTERS AND ALTERNATORS $

cam pus

*sundries
* kegs

* video tapes

i95

,\\

.
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Beer

in

Town

Two Locations:

1010 Los Osos Valley Rd.
LOS OSOS
528-6200
W M

12308 Los Osos Valley Rd..
Off Highway 101
San Luis Obispo 549-8616

■*

1i)99MONTERY 544 6360
*•
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h e la w
LO gives distinct options
¡parking lot) has a Happy Night.
¡Every Tuesday night from 4 p.m.
[until closing, Woodstock’s tap
{drinks (beer and soda) are half
[price.
I *Osos Street Subs — Located
Ion Osos Street (tough huh?) this
Iis the place to be on Thursday
[night. Of course many probably
[haven’t experienced a 'Thursday
[night in SLO-town yet, its main
[event being Farmer’s Market.
] Higuera Street is closed off from
[Osos Street to Broad Street and
[everybody and their pet parakeet
heads down to shop for produce
and various other stuff.
For some reason though, Osos

•Mustang Tavern — Located
on Monterey Street (about three
blocks from the Darkroom)
Mustang Tavern can be a scary
place; perhaps the original home
of the Hell’s Angels. But it’s also
the home of the happiest hours in
town. Every Wednesday and
Friday from 4*7 p.m. the Tavern
offers $1 pitchers of beer. The
pool tables are fun too — just
watch out for guys who bring
their own sticks!
•Woodstock’s Pizza Parlor —
Besides having awesome pizza,
Woodstock’s, located at 1015
Court Street (just try and find
Court S treet... hint: it’s in a

Í1Í

Street Subs has become the "Of
ficial drinking spot’’ for Thurs
day nights. Get there early (sixish) because there’s always a line.
The Thinke rs
These people like to toss down
a stiff drink in the quiet serenity
of a local bar. And they usually
do it at McCarthy’s. McCarthy’s
is a dimly-lit, wood paneled room
on Court Street, right next to
Woodstock’s. The jukebox has
Peggy Lee’s greatest hits and
the etchings behind the bar are
priceless.
For those that might find Mc
Carthy’s too slow on a regular
basis, just make sure to stop by
on St. Patrick’s Day. It opens at
6 a.m. and by 6:10 there’s a line.
Same goes for graduation day.
But that’s a ways to go.
This admittedly incomplete
guide to doing-it-up SLOstyle
should get many off to a fun
start.
Editors* Note: a couple of us
demented copy editors were
somewhat, suprised that Mr.
Sparks neglected to mention a
bar worthy of notice.
If you’re looking for a real
dive-bar, then take the big
plunge — at Bull’s. Any descrip
tion falls short of the actual ex
perience of a visit to this fine
establishment on Chorro Street,
across from the mission.

A Thinker

py
PAVE

The Drinkers

ET CETERA...
balloons
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HEALTH CARE
FOR ALL
CAL POLY STUDENTS

w o w whata Deal!
Receive 20% off any item

. . just bring your I.D. card.

with this coupon exp. 9/30/88

8AM to 5PM

Now two locations
725 Higuera 8c Central Coast Plaza

""THUR

9AM to 5PM

Across from the
gym on Via Carta

756-1211

- EXTRAS -

HonieVideo

of San Lula Obispo

« —C o u p o n —— — —— —

Rent 1 VCR
and 2 Movies |

I

Only $ 8 .9 5

p*r*vl$S**'***''

I^
I

”

—— ———————Coupon—

rj

I I I

ix i

—

exp. 10/I6/88I

—

—— ^

free

I

lyf Membership

|

xV

.V .

* P H Y S IC A L E X A M

* OPTOM ETRY

* P H Y S IC A L T H E R A P Y

SUN & HOLIDAYS

667 Marsh St. Suite B
San Luis Obispo
544-5288
iz l

* W EEKEND C A R E

e x p . 10 /16 /8 8 1

* CRUTCHES
* MUCH M O RE

9:30AM to 5PM

pay a small fee for each service
- or buy a health card - $20 for the year
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Fun under
Being under 21
at college doesn’t
have to chain you
to the television
and “ Miami Vice”
on the weekends

• f
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I by AMBER W »D O M

CONTEMPORARY CLOTHES
FOR EVERY M A N
8 8 8 M ONTEREY STREET
SAN LUIS OBISPO. CA 9 3 4 0 1
TELEPHONE: 8 0 5 /5 4 4 - 5 0 4 1

DR

FRED

NARZI SI

OPTOMETRIST

E ye E x a m in a tio n s b y A p p o in tm e n t,
E v e n in g A p p o in tm e n ts A v a ila b le 541-2777

543-5131

LIVE MUSIC!
Tues. - Sat. 9-2

GREAT FOOD!
Served Mon.-Sun.
11 thru 9
Buy 1 BURGER,
I get the 2nd at 1/2 price
I

j w/this coupon

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL COAST PLAZA
I

II

expires 10115188 i

7% ^

9^

A SSO R T E D
BENETTON
EYEWEAR
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wenty-one
elcome to Cal Poly. Wel
come to WOW.
So, fresh out of mom
and dad’s reach huh?
Just looking for a way to
Celebrate your new found
Ireedom?
Well, this next week should be
jst great. Kind of a cross beIween summer camp and the
lost devious times in high
ichool. A controlled anarchy, if
luch a thing exists.
But what comes after WOW?
purely you and your 15 new
riends have decided its time to
to something other than staying
ip all night telling ghost stories
It the beach, wrapped in a dorm
blanket, of course.
teyond WOW
Well, there’s always dancing.
Jut you’re not 21 you say, well
)on’t sweat it. Two spots in town
ipen up their doors to the 18Ind-over crowd. On Monday
kights hit Tortilla Flats (on
lipomo Street) and boogie the
^ight away.
Wednesday night is college
yight at 'The Graduate (Inlustrial Way, south of town by
[bout a mile). They’ve got a huge
}ance floor and they can pack
lore flesh into that place than
Anybody would think possible,
•'un if you’re into sweating.
)uiet fun
If a passive evening is desired.

check out the Rainbow Theatre.
Located on Osos Street, the
Rainbow is more of an art house
than a movie theater. It screens
foreign films, classics and new
movies that are artistically wor
thwhile but that nobody went to
see at a big, commercial theater.
Monday night is bargain night at
the Rainbow —all seats $2.50.
After the movie, some may
want to walk down the street to
Hudson’s Grill (on the corner of
Osos and Monterey) for a cup of
coffee — complete with chocolate
chips and whipped cream.
For a real cup of coffee, or
espresso, or capuccino, or a slice
of perfect cheesecake head down
to Linnaea’s Cafe — open until
midnight every night.
Linnaea’s is a great place to
study with friends or make new
friends. The artsy and the intel
lectual like Linnaea’s.
T.G.I.F.
Of course, after a long week of
taking notes and eating at the
Dining Hall, you’ll want to blow
off everything on Friday after
noon. Time for a T.G., Short for
T.G.I.F. (Thank God I t’s Friday)
T.G.’s usually happen at frater
nity houses from about 3 p.m.
until sundown every Friday.
The best way to find out about
T.G.’s and where the cool ones
are is to hang out in the Univer
sity Union on Thursday morn
ings during Activity Hour. Ac
tivity Hour takes place from 11

V>’s

a.m. until noon.
No classes are scheduled
(that’s what they say at least)
during this time and there is
usually a band playing in the
UU. Just meet a couple of people
and the whole weekend
should be planned by the time
noon comes around.
Dance Hall style
If fraternity parties aren’t
quite your style, then the big
dorm-hall dances always beckon.
These are always tremendously
exciting and are usually followed
up with a trip to the world’s bus
iest Taco Bell.
Yogurt seems to be a collegetype thing. Late night runs to
the local frozen yogurt shop are
common (although not as easy as
having a pizza delivered).
Of course the best part about
San Luis is exploring and finding
your own cool things to do.
The joy of a car
Outside of the city are several
lakes and of course only 15
minutes away is the ocean.
Morro Bay has cheezy shell
shops and great fish ‘n’ chips,
while Pismo Beach has some
swell thrift stores and a decent
cruise, if that’s still desirable in
college. Dormies with cars should
definitely be popular.
This may be a small town but
there are a myriad of things to
do, even for those under 21.

Ladies *Sports Sh op
Featuring a unique selection
of stylish sports wear for

f
H .

the active woman
SWIMWEAR
SWEATERS
RUSSELL SWEAT CLOTHES
CO-ORDINATED ACTIVE WEAR

543-2197

886 Monterey

_______ O neB lock From the Mission

BROAD
R F,

PAVE

f:

"Quality housing at an affordable price."
For M ore In fo rm a tio n C all:

544-7772
(Office open daily l:00-5:00pm)

P R O G R E SS IV E HAPPY HOUR
M o n d a y -F rid a y
Liter
$4.00
4pm-5pm Margaritas
Glass $ 1.00
5pm-6pm
Liter
$5.00
Giass $1.50
Liter
$6.00
6pm-7pm
Giass $1.75
FREE Hot D’oeuvres
Monday-Friday
5pm-7pm
One Item Chosen Daily
Chicken Wings
• Taquitos
Tacos
^
• Nachos Daiiy

Cal Poly Students!

INTROnUCINCi
m ph a :
W ith Alpha, wnjts-t
,v«'
checking, savings, and a line
of credit for extra cash and protectk<n it^inst bouivedchivks ,\ll
in one account W ith access to ewrythinK thnxtgh California's laruest lullservice ATM netsviwk Best of all. vixi ijct
just otu' monthiv stateim-nt AtxJ in iik ' nI
case-s. vixi pav no more than vixi ixm' (lav ti>t
chevkinKakme.
Ask abixjt Alftha at vsxir nt-arest hratx h Because it
yixjt hank's r»-allv ix i the hall, it sIhhiW simi>lifv
your life Not complicate it.

---------------------- Coupon---------------------------

FREE NACHOS
with a purchase of $5.50 or more

975 O sos
544-5198

. . . San Luis Obispo Branch
1105 Higuera St.
595-5306

Just bring in this coupon!
expires 10/16/88
■

m

Bank of AmaHca
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Students have a voice with ASI
t is likely that most Cal
Poly students will become
familiar with the initials
ASI, or Associated Stu
dents, Inc. But it is also
likely that some students
will
leave
Cal
Poly without a clear understan
ding of what ASI is and does.
‘‘By and large, the students
perceive us more as a gov
ernment than as a corporation.
That’s the one misperception I
think most students have,” said
Tom Lebens, ASI president for
the 1988-89 school year.
The Associated Students, Inc.,
by definition, is a non-profit,
student owned and operated
corporation. Student fees paid
each quarter go to ASI, which
uses the money to support sports
clubs, publications, campus

I

I

!
I

t
♦

I i

1988/89

ASI

President

Tom Lebens

Photo by K.M . CANNO N

COMPLETE FRONT DISC BRAKE
SPECIAL

UALC

Enjoy Q uiet and Privacy
at

$5.00 DISCOUNT
WITH STUDENT I.D.

$5995

INCLUDES:
RE-SURFACE ROTARS
• PACK WHEEL BEARINGS
> NEW BRAKE PADS
• METALLIC BRAKE PADS
EXTRA
> MOST AMERICAN
AND IMPORT
CARS & LIGHT TRUCKS
• FRONT OR REAR
>

PARTS AND LABOR INCL.

1919 BROAD ST.
San Luis Obispo

Deluxe one bedroom townhomes
3 blocks from campus

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
ON PADS & SHOES

LEASING NOW FOR FALL QUARTER

AL'S
BRAKE
SHOP

IN SER V IC E
SINCE, 1939

Cds Casitas

544-

^ S T O P

(CORNER OF HIGH A BROAD)

P iS H fi'C H iP S
NOW IN SAN LUIS OBISPO
& SERVINO BREAKFAST
7 Oays a Week from 8 am lo Noon
C o r n e r of B rood 4 H ig u e ra

" N ere or To Go"
546-9066

wow

iW P
$ 1 .0 0 OFF iI

Small Fish n ’ Chips or Zeke Burger |
with this coupon
expires 9/30/88

OFFICE AT:
1377 STAFFORD ST #2, SLO, CA

W ER A C E
Y O U W IN !

A f t e r 15 y e a rs in M o r r o Bay . . .

'W

CALL 543-2032 for more information

j
|

Professional racing is hell on a car. Every mile on the
track is like a hundred on the street. As race car
builders, we follow a car through its entire life span—
often only a matter of hours.
What we’ve learned at Le Mans and Daytona
applies directly to the way we maintain your car. We’ll
tune it for top performance and make the minor
repairs that can save you a major
V v iM D #
overhaul further down the road.
I I 'lR M
Our prices are rea.sonable
iW
im ilill
and our service is the best.
IW M IIm U I
Racing car owners trust us, shouldn’t you?
A llt O

Specializing in Porsche, Audi, BMW & Volkswagen Automobiles
27 3 Pacific Street, San Luis Obispo 5 4 3 -7 4 7 3

entertainment and other cultural
and educational activities.
Bob Walters, assistant director
of student life and activities, said
there are more than 380 clubs
and committees as well as 20
student government committees
that fall under the ASI umbrella.
Lebens estimated the ASI an
nual budget at $3 million. ‘‘The
ASI is a lot broader than most
people perceive,” he said.
According to Lebens, ASI
mostly serves as a support
organization for campus clubs.
While most clubs do not receive
funding by ASI, he said clubs
that are part of ASI receive
benefits. They can, for example,
use campus rooms for meetings,
drive school cars to club func
tions and use the Cal Poly name
officially.
ASI also acts as the student
voice on campus.
‘‘The buck stops with the Stu
dent Senate when it comes to
what the official student voice
is,” Lebens said. ‘‘When the
Student Senate says the stu
dents want to see this program
started or they want to see this
policy changed, the university
interprets that as, ‘this is what
the student body wants.’ ”
The senate, made up of 25 stu
dent senators, is advised by stu
dent representatives from clubs
and departments on campus as
to what issues are important to
students. The senate then works
to form policy reflective of stu
dent needs.
Lebens pointed out that if stu
dents are not satisfied with
senate actions, the student body
can override the senate.
‘‘I don’t think students realize
that they are in charge here. We
are working for the students, not
the other way around,” he said.
‘‘They tell us what to do.”
Lebens said the governing ASI
can be viewed as having two
halves: the policy-making, stu
dent advocacy half headed by the
senate; and the operational, ex
ecutive half with Lebens as the
ultimate authority. He said the
executive half is mostly respon
sible for campus programs.
While it may not be that clear
ly divided, the division can give
students interested in becoming
involved in ASI a step in one
direction. I.«bens stressed that
ASI welcomes all students. He
said students usually join *a
campus committee in a first ef
fort to get involved.
After serving on committees
and boards, a student may find a
niche at the top where Lebens
sits as ASI President.
As president, or executive of
ficer of the corporation, Lebens
said he spends much of his time
appointing students to commit
tees. He also sees that programs
are carried out and new pro
grams are started.
The PE Rec Sports Event
Center is one program Lebens
will be watching develop this
year. It’s scheduled for a 1991
completion
In carrying out goals for this
academic year, Lebens said he is
most looking forward to develop
ing a nationally recognized
leadership program on campus.
Though in its preliminary
stages, Lebens said the program
will offer students hands-on
leadership training.
‘‘It would be a kind of thing I
think a corporation could really
benefit from,” he said, adding
that it could help students reach
management positions quicker.

W HY PAY HIGH R EN T??
Reduce Your Educational Costs!!

Brand New Luxury Apartments

ONLY $200.00 deposit
*
*
*
*
*
*

Q u ie t P a r k -U k e S e t t in g
L o c a t e d o n o v e r 3 2 la n d s c a p e d a c r e s
4 P o o ls * 4 S p a s * D r y S a u n a
W e ig h t R o o m * D is h w a s h e r
F r o s t F r e e R e fIg * C o v e r e d C a r p o r ts
C e n t r a l H e a t & A ir * L a u n d r y f a c i l i t i e s

RENT increase For the '88/'89 Schooi Year
Ask about our Discount on 6 mo. leases
*Roommate referral Program Available*

RDEACDC
Ì
USE
A PA RTM BM T«
0

4

0

Only 15 min. From Campus
Models Open Daily

Visit OUR Open House Today!
Bring in This Coupon for

EXTRA Savings
$200 OFF 1st mo's rent
Not valid w/any other offer Exp. 1CV1/80

Bordeaux House Apartments
11300 Viejo Camino, Atascadero

4 6 6 -4 7 6 9
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BEAUTYBATH
Photo by AMBER WISDOM

A student takes advantage of reduced priced health care

Friendly care makes visiting
Health Center a painless event
^

Just like people, gems look and feel better when pam 
pered. W hich, along with selling fine jewelry, is w hat we
do best.
O ur simple yet thorough and professional cleaning
regime adds new sparkle to even old jewels.
^ come visit us. For polished gems that always make a
big splash. W e care.

Sears

543-2270 e x t. 18

jEWELRY DEPARTMENT

M odonno Rd. P lo io
Son L u ll O bispo
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Sizzler
Steak • Seafood • Salad
Let's get reacquainted over lunch
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SALAD
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oing away to school
and being away
_ from home and
W
family also means
m
being away from
the family doctor.
Although it may not make house
calls, the Health Center (located
on the Cal Poly campus across
from the Graphic Arts building)
offers a wide range of health care
services which are available on a
walk-in basis (no appointments)
and are conRdentially provided,
said Dr. James Nash, director of
the Health Center.
If the illness isn’t terminal, the
Health Center also offers such
needed services as: optometry,
physical therapy, podiatry, labo
ratory tests. X-rays, mental
health care, womens’ health care,
allergy injections, oral health
education and weekend care.
There is no charge for regular
doctor visits, but unless students
have health cards, services such
as podiatry, optometry, weekend
visits, physical therapy and oral
health will cost between $10 and
$20 per visit.
A health card costs $20 and is
valid from the first day of classes
in
fa ll
u n til
s p rin g
commencement.
There is no charge for X-rays
for health card holders and non-

MAMC PTI^NC
IT'S FR U IT SO FT SER V E

Siiad

Creamy and delicious

Athletic Equip ment
From head to F<oot

100% Natural

Shorts $4.95
Tank Tops $7.50
Adidas Soccer Shoes
Goggles & Swimwear
Russell Sweatclothes
Volleyballs
Tiger Volleyball Shoes

BELLO'S
i

drugs to fight common infec
tions, pain relievers for minor in
juries, muscle relaxants, tran
quilizers and anti-psychotic
drugs, said Nash. “Ninety-five
percent of our drugs are bought
through a special contract. The
druggist downtown can’t buy at
our prices,’’ he said. These sav
ings are passed on to the
students.
Health Center staff members
are “experienced, well-trained
professionals; people who can
develop a good rapport with stu
dents and are able to com
municate well,’’ Nash said.
“The kind of things we do are
very similar to a private doctor,
but we don’t have a quota of how
many patients we have to see.
Most of the time, we can take the
time to sit down and talk about
concerns that a student may br
ing up. We could get somebody
with a relatively trivial com
plaint, and he is clearly more
wound up than an ingrown
toenail should call for.
“ Usually we say ’What else is
going on?’ Sometimes that ties
you up for another hour and a
half, and you can’t ordinarily do
that in a private doctor’s office.
Here, doctors have the opportu
nity to react to the whole per
son.” Nash said.
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holders alike during the week.
But on weekends non-holders
must pay for them.
Also, students possessing a
health card who need to be
transported to the hospital in an
ambulance are not charged for
this service — provided no
special care such as life support
systems or other extraordinary
treatment is needed.
La Femme out clinic, for
women, which is located in the
Health Center, is run by a female
physician and nurse practitioners
who have had special training in
womens’ health. “The bulk of
their services are family planning
(birth control), taking care of
g y n e c o lo g ic a l
p ro b le m s ,
pregnancy concerns, pelvic infec
tions and pap smears,’’ Nash
said.
The Triage is the Health
Center’s main clinic and doctors
are always on duty Monday to
Friday, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
“You can see a doctor there for
whatever ails you,’’ he said.
The Health Center pharmacy
offers prescription drugs to stu
dents at low prices. For example,
penicillin may cost as little as $1
for an average prescription, said
pharmacist Darrell Bennett.
The pharmacy is well-stocked
with primarily low-cost generic

Sporting Goods
since 1945

*

886 MONTEREY
SAN LUIS OBISPO

543-2197

One Block From the Mission

No Cholesterol

III
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No Lactose
No sugar added
Only 18 calories per fluid ounce
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i The UU and you
What do rafting, painting
performance art, travel
have In common? Well,
Cal Poly’s University Union
has an answer for you
al Poly students can enjoy
outdoor adventure through the
Escape Route, develop nonacademic talents at the Craft
Center or sign up for a trip
through Gulliver’s Travel.
These are all services offered to students through Associated Students Inc.
(ASI) in the University Union. Rod
Neubert, U.U. assistant director for program management, supervises the Escape
Route, the Craft Center, the travel center
and the Galerie.
Neubert works with student gov
ernment representatives and stresses
leadership training among members of the
Outings Committee.
Escape Route
The committee helps run the Escape
Route, which is staffed exclusively by
volunteers.
The next low-cost, out-of-state trip being
offered through the Outings Conunittee is
a two-week canoe trip down the Rio
Grande in December.

Along the river, which borders Mexico
and Texas, students discover Texas ran
ches from the tum-of-the-century and
Mexican villages. According to Neubert,
the 2,000-foot-deep canyons near the Rio
Grande, which students will tour, are
spectacular enough to rival the Grand
Canyon.
Shorter trips can last a day or a
weekend. Windsurfing lessons, backpack
ing and mountain-bike riding are popular
“quick-fixes” for academic burn-out. The
Outings Conunittee is open to all students
and has been active for more than 20
years.
Students can rent camping, skiing,
canoeing, sailing and other equipment for
a nominal fee. To qualify for discounts and
free windsurfing lessons, students need to
clerk at least one hoiu per week on a vol
unteer basis at the Escape Route.
Mark Smith, an architecture major, is
chairman of the Outings Committee. “We
help people set up and run an activity, as
well as help them select the place and
resources,” said Smith. Sign-up sheets for
trips indicate the level of experience re
quired and the cost of the activity.
“One of the fastest ways to meet people
is to get into an organization where their
interests are similar to yours. I have met
most of my friends through Outings,” said
Smith.
Most trips are open to beginners, but
some require special training. For in
stance, a caving trip, where students ex
plore underground, requires rock climbing
Continued
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New Equipment
A R R IV IN G SO O N

Serving the Community for nearly a decade
The Premier Gym of the Central Coast offers you,
starting in September:

.

Icarian weight
lifting machines
• Tanning beds
• Life cycles
• Life rowers
• Stairmasters
• Big Screen T.V.
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$ 2 9
Down

per month

Cash memberships also available

10,000 + square foot facility
With separate women’s gym

New Aerobics Sound System!!!

W e
Phone: 541-5180

F o r You

3546 South Higuera Suite 190
San Luis Obispo, Ca 93401
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‘M any Cal P oly
alum ni h ave said
som e o f their
fo n d est m em o
ries are related
to their in
v o lv em en t w ith
th e U n iv ersity
U nion. They
have said leisure
sk ills were
learned th a t
opened their
e y e s to a w hole
new w orld.’
Rod N eubert
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Continued
and rappelling instruction.
A popular Outings event is the
“mystery trip.’’ Adventurous students
arrive at a designated location ready to go,
without any idea where they will be going.
The equipment list may read like this: a
snorkel, a knee pad, a mask and piece of
string. Of course, not every item on the
list will be used for the trip, but it keeps
people guessing.
Files on different recreational locations
throughout the country are available at
the Escape Route, as well as maps, books
and videotapes.
Throughout the school year, the Outings
Committee meets at 7 p.m. each Tuesday
in the U.U. Slides are shown of past trips
and future trips are discussed.
Craft Center
Students whose interests are more in
clined to the artistic and creative may
visit the Craft Center, located across from
Outings.
Between 10 and 20 different craft
classes are posted the second week of the
quarter and start the fourth week.
"We try to offer as much as we possibly
can,’’ said Mark Molau, a business major
who supervizes the Craft Center. Students
may take a class in ceramics, silk screen
ing, bike repair, wood work, calligraphy, or
black and white photography.
T-shirts and posters are popular items
to be airbrushed with a personal design.
Leather working is also offered. Class of
ferings vary from quarter to quarter.
“ I think the best thing about the Craft
Center is it’s a good place to come and
relax,’’ said Molau. Craft classes last for
five weeks and are three hours long. The
fee charged for the classes covers materi
als used; the Craft Center is a non-profit
organization. Student fees paid each
quarter provide all financing.
“We try to keep classes fairly small so
they have more individualized *instruc
tion,’’ said Neubert, assistant director.
Students who are already knowledgeable
in a certain area, or have completed a
class, are welcome to come in and work on

<.

t .
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their own projects.
New high-quality wood working equip
ment was recently purchased with student
fees. Students with a talent for carpentry
have made stereo cabinets, bike racks, and
lofts in the craft center.
Before using certain tools, students
must pass a safety test. Because of this
there has not been an accident in over
three years, said Molau.
Other services are offered by the Craft
Center. For instance, students can make
posters for a nominal fee or buy supplies
at the Cage, a low-cost supply store
located in the craft center.
Crafts are sold by students through the
center at Poly Royal and at the Christmas
Craft Fair.
Gulliver’s Travels
Students with a yen for travel will ap
preciate the convenience of Gulliver’s
Travel, a travel agency with a branch on
campus. It is located across from the
bookstore. Gulliver’s Travel is a full ser
vice agency, also responsible for helping
ASI plan trip packages for students.
Many services are provided by the
agency, including computerized domestic
and international airline and rail tickets, a
student tour program, international stu
dent identity cards, American Youth
Hostel cards, and international travel
classes.
Gulliver’s Travel helps coordinate trips
with ASI to places like Jamaica, Europe,
New Zealand, South America, and Tahiti
each quarter. 'The cost of a trip may range

Stereo & V id e o
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Audio Video Concepts - Manufacturers Directory
S ony
IVC
NEC
TEAC
Vidicraft

Bose
Advent
Infinity
OHM
Koss

Nakam ichi
O N K YO
Luxman
P S Audio
Monster

K LIP S C H
BtW
MtK
MBQuart
Sen nheiser

Rockford Fosgate
Polk Audio
Kenwood
Pioneer
Magnavox

We Compete with LA prices - Bring us your best deals!

from $600 to $2,000, and all trips are open
to students and faculty.
Galerie
The University Union Galerie presents
many art, historical, and cultural events
every year. Lectures are presented and
receptions given in the Galerie.
“A Biomorphic Phantasy” is the title of
Susan Dunlap’s water color and mixed
media exhibition, which will be presented
from Sept. 10 to Oct. 7. Dunlap is a
renowned San Francisco Bay area artist.
The University Union provides many
special services to students. Whatever
your interests, there is probably an outlet
for them at the union.
“Many Cal Poly alumni have said some
of their fondest memories are related to
their involvement with the University
Union. 'They have said leisure skills were
learned that opened their eyes to a whole
new world,” said Neubert.

Fam ily
Fun
Fair
Arcade Action!
With Over 55 Games!
Located At The
Corner of Santa Rosa & Foothill
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Nakamichi

COUNTRY CULTURE
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There’s no dorm like home
Dorm thefts likely
without precautions

' ÍV1

ulie Rufflo learned a lot during
her first year as a student in
jSierra Madre Hall.

J

"I guess living in the dorms is
like living on your own, except
that you have a lot of room
mates,” said the senior graphic design
student. “When I first came here, I was
excited to live in the dorms. It was’my
first time away from home and I didn’t
think there was anything to worry about.”
However, after the first three weeks,
Rufflo had her backpack stolen from her
room with most of her books, wallet and
an expensive pair of shoes.
”I couldn’t believe somebody had actu
ally gone in my room and taken it. I know
where I put it and when I got back from
jogging, it was gone. After that I started
locking my doors and really noticing how
many people are around the dorms who
don’t live there,” said Rufflo.
While Cal Poly’s student housing is
generally considered a safe place for stu
dents and their belongings, there is much
more to the dormitories than meets the
eye.
According to Cal Poly Police Detective
Wayne Carmack, many students have the
misconception that the dormitories are
just like home.
”A lot of these kids have never been
away from home before, and they aren’t
aware of the possible elements,” said
Carmack.
Carmack, a 15-year veteran law en
forcement officer at Cal Poly, explained
Continued
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LUIS
Enjoyatrulymemor__ able lodging experi
ence at the Apple FarmIna Nesried among the
giant sycamores that grace the quiet banks of
San Luis Creek, you’ll discover aworld of quiet
relaxation reminiscent of a 19th century Vic
torian inn. Each of our 70 rooms features its
owji fireplace and is uniquely appointed to
create an atmosphere ranging
from country charm to tradi
tional elegance. Other fea
tures include canopy
beds, turrets and
cozy window
por the'^BI^HCBaBSUH
seats.
budget conscious traveller, the Apple Farm
Court, featuring cozy country decor, allows
the enjoyment of all
V
Apple Farmattractions including the
beautiful pool
and spaarea
of the
IF■_
T_ SHO
Apple
FarmInn.

Visit our picturesque operating grist mill
and watch our apple cider press in operation.
Apple Farmbrand flour, coffee, butter, and ice
creamare also produced using the power from
our authentic 19thCentury water wheel.___

2015 MONTEREY STREET
805/544-6100 800/255-2040
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'AI IP ANT' Savorhomestyle
1
j^rved in
an atmosphere of country Victorian charm.
Feast on Amencan favotites like chicken and
dumplings, turkey and dressing, and prime rib.
For those with a lighter appetite, our lunch
menu, which includes home made soups, chili
and salad bar, is served all evening. Our tradi
tional breakfast specialties are a favorite at the
Apple Farm.
IA
Watch apple dumpl./’AXxJ—
rXv X lings and cinnamon
rolls being made in our antique bakery. Wealso
offer a wide selection of pies, cookies, brownies
and other traditional American treats.
IBrowseamongawide
selection of tasteful
gift items including dec
orative and kitchen
accessories, table
ware, toys and
books as well
as many
Apple Farm
Brand
products.
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Toll free in California
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SAFETY
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Try a new twist on an o ld favorite. Curly Cue fries.
H ot and crisp, served w ith your favorite Hudson’s
b urser sensation.
S A N LUIS OBISPO
10 05 M o n te re y St.
5 4 1 -5 9 9 9

S A N T A M A R IA
2 3 6 E. Betteravia Rd.
9 2 8 -0 5 0 5
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that there are many ways new
students can protect themselves
from possible crimes.
“First of all, always lock your
dorm doors whenever you leave
your room. You’d be surprised at
how many students don’t prac
tice this. They think that
everything will be all right if
they leave their door open
because it’s on campus. But it
really isn’t a good idea,’’ said
Carmack.
According to Carmack, the
majority of students who attend
Cal Poly are extremely honest.
“But there is a lot of petty
theft that happens. Things like
backpacks, clothes, jewelery and
stereo sets get stolen a lot.’’
Just as each quarter sees a few
more students enter Cal Poly,
Carmack explained that with
more students there will be addi
tional crime.
To help the situation, Carmack
and his partner Ray Berrett have
a “Victim Survival Course’’
designed to teach students how
to respond to crime incidents.
“I t’s set up to help teach stu
dents how to respond to a
stressful situation. We’ve been
doing it for three years, and it’s
been a very successful program,’’
Carmack said.
“There really isn’t a set pat
tern or there aren’t any cycles.
The little thefts go up and down
each year. We arrest about two
people each year who have been
involved with stealing,” said
Carmack.
To avoid some of these pitfalls.

Carmack also suggests to wat
ching who you bring to your
dorm. He explained that a lot of
crime comes from people who
don’t live in the dorms.
“Really be conscious about
who you let in your room. That’s
doing everybody in the hall a
favor. In fact, a lot of the pro
blems come from people who
don’t even go to Cal Poly. They
go to a party and see something
they want in a dorm room, then
they come back when they know
n o l^ y will be there, and they
take it. They find out quick that
this is a good place to find stuff.’’
Another area where new stu
dents should protect themselves
is when jogging later in the
afternoon or evening.
According to Carmack, jogging
in pairs is always a good idea.
“There are some real weird
people out there. I t’s always a
good idea to go with at least one
other person, male or female.
Jogging alone is not a good idea.
Just from a safety standpoint.
Like, what if you twisted your
ankle out in Poly Canyon, and
you couldn’t get back? I t’s just a
good idea.’’
Although Carmack brought
out some of the negative aspects
of dorm living, he said he feels
that Cal Poly’s student housing
is one of the l^st in the state.
“ I would definitely say that
the students coming here are ex
tremely safe, if they just take
normal precautions,’’ said
Carmack.

*R eally be con sciou s
about w ho you let in
your room. T h at’s
doing everyb ody in
th e hall a favor. In
fact, a lo t of th e pro
b lem s com e from
people who don’t
even g o to Cal P oly.
T hey go to a party
and see som ethin g
th ey w ant in a dorm
room, then th ey
com e back w hen they
know nobody w ill be
there, and th ey take
it.’
W ayne Carmack
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There’s a Hudson’s Grill near you In: Costa Mesa, Irvine,
Oxnard, Skni Valley, Ventura, Santa Maria and San Luis Obispo.
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W ED & FRI........... 25c mugs/$1.75 pitchers
S A T U R D A Y ......................... $1.00 Coronas
SU N D A Y...............................$2.00 Pitchers

*Pool Tables AU the Time*

1347 Monterey
San Luis Obispo

Searching through the jungle o|
lenders for a student loan?
Discover Educaid, the
student loan specialist,
and unearth a treasure
trove of options and
services.

4-:iday turnaround on receipt of
yoBr correctly completed
a^iications
^ Extra savings on interest
for EDUCAID
supplen>ental loans (SLS)
A lender who works
as hard as you do.

:kliz«d lender, dealing^
i/y di student loans.
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W o o d s id e

Personalized services we care!
\ ^ Don't let the lender |ui]^ie
^close in on you.
.Get Educaided!
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An exclusive student residence featuring:
■ Individual Bedrooms
■ Creekside Setting
■ Quiet Environment
Why pay as much elsewhere to share a bedroom?
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San Luis Obispo
544-7007
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CIOTHIMQ FROM THE
fV^ST t» PRESENT

Ree Sports
has help
to relieve
school stress

Costum es for every
occassion at reasonable
prices.
Come check out our Costume Antique
Jewelery, Blazers, Trench Coats,
Vintage and Up-to-Date Apparel.
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Mountain bike racing Is one Rec Sports event

willingness to have fun, meet new people fencing, gymnastics, lacrosse and rugby.
and stay in shape are the only prere
The Informal Recreational Program is designed
quisites for Cal Poly’s Recreational Sports for students to develop their own self-paced-andactivities.
directed recreation and fitness programs. “We like
Swimming, weightlifting, clogging, sign to think of ourselves as a healthy outlet for stu
language, tae kwon do, windsurfing and ski condi dents,” Snodgrass said. Basketball, volleyball,
tioning are just some of the activities offered to badminton, racquetball/handball and tennis courts,
a weightlifting facility and an indoor pool are pro
Cal Poly by Rec Sports.
“Our goal is for students to participate from vided for students through this program.
Equipment, ranging from badminton racquets
day-one and continue to be physically active
throughout college and the rest of their lives,” said and nets to golf clubs to weightlifting belts, can be
checked out by students at the Rec Sports office
Marci Snodgrass, Rec Sports director.
More than 12,000 students participate in at least located in the University Union.
The fitness and leisure program offers aerobics,
one Rec Sports activity. “We want people to get
involved and to participate in a positive environ aqua aerobics, country western dance, clogging,
ment to get away from the stresses of school,” juggling, karate and massage. Sign-ups for these
programs begin the last week of classes for the
Snodgrass said.
upcoming
quarter.
In competitive sports students can play at a
Most
programs
offered through Rec Sports are
variety of skill levels in men’s, women’s, and coed
open
to
physically
disabled individuals and
divisions. However, skill or experience is not re
assistance
is
available
if
desired. Special adaptive
quired for most programs.
equipment
can
also
be
obtained.
Another student program is sport clubs. Every
Students who wish to be a member of the Rec
sport club at Cal Poly has been organized by stu
dents and continues to be run by participating Sport’s staff can apply for positions including
student members. The 23 sport clubs are run by receptionists, intramural sports officials,
the Sport Club Council, made up of representatives weightroom and facility supervisors, sport super
visors, lifeguards, fitness and leisure program in
from each of the sport clubs.
^
Among the sport clubs offered are bowling, crew, structors, area coordinators and interns.
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ASK L e N a n

D ear L e N a n

CENTERS o f BALANCE
Campus centers help you cope with collegiate angst
tudents experience many major
changes in their lives when they go
away to a university, and making adjustments isn’t easy.
Students can find it difficult to leave
their homes, families, friends and everything else
that is familiar to them to come to a competitive
university such as Cal Poly. It is also hard when
students feel there is no one they can talk to about
their problems.
For these students, Cal Poly has the Counseling
Center, counselors at the Health Center, the Lear
ning Assistance Center and student health
educators who give presentations in residence halls
and classes to help students with any problems.
These services are offered to all Cal Poly students,
free of charge.
The Counseling Center
The Counseling Center, located in Jespersen
Hall next to the football stadium, always has a
counselor on duty and students can come in on a
walk-in basis or make an appointment, said Joe
Diaz, coordinator for
career planning services.
Diaz said common
problems for new stu
dents are homesickness,
leaving a girlfriend or
boyfriend behind, ad
justing to living with a
new roommate in the
dorms, relationship pro
blems between couples,
stress, depression and
loneliness.
“ We teach coping
strategies. Students need
survival skills so they
can survive more effec
tively at Cal Poly and in
the real world. If we can
help students deal with
academic stress, then
they can probably deal
with stress at their
future jobs," said Diaz.
Besides p e r s o n a l
counseling, the Counsel
ing Center also offers
career counseling.
Quite a few freshmen
are confused about the
major they selected and
the counseling center
helps these students
evaluate their career
choices and find out if
changing majors may be
the realistic. They use
value and_ interest testing and computerized
testing of assessment tools, Diaz said.
"Sometimes a student’s parents might want him
to be an engineer and if the student doesn’t want
to, or doesn’t feel capable, that can cause a lot of
depression and stress," said Diaz.
'The Counseling Center offers career planning
workshops throughout the academic year, and they
have a support group for gay and lesbian students
and re-entry students (older students).
Diaz said he would like more students to utilize
the Counseling Center’s services. "Students come
to us when there is a crisis. 'They don’t see a need
for counseling until something goes wrong. 'They
should come to see us even if it’s a small crisis,
because it could become a major crisis somewhere
down the road.” he said.
The Learning Center
The Learning Center, in Chase Hall, offers aca
demic counseling on stress, study skills enrich
ment, procrastination, test-taking skills and math
anxiety.
A major adjustment for new students is manag
ing their time, said Patricia Stewart, coordinator of
the l.«arning Center. " I t’s the first time students
are on their own and in charge of their own world.
Mom and Dad aren’t there to tell them what to do
and when,” she said.
"It is common for many students to be suc
cessful in high school, but not perform as well at
Cal Poly. In high school knowledge was fed to
them. They haven’t learned how to study yet.
"The 'Learn By Doing’ philosophy can be dif
ficult. It can be hard to apply theories to problems

and to perform what you’ve been taught.
Freshmen have never been required to do that be
fore. They were taught to memorize material and
recite it in high school, not to apply it,” said
Stewart.
Most students don’t come to the Learning
Center until the middle or end of the quarter when
they’ve flunked their first midterm or have receiv
ed their quarter grades, Stewart said. "On a stu
dent’s first visit we try to find out what their
needs are. If it’s time management we show them
techniques on how to organize and manage their
time, how to structure their day. They need to find
out their priorities.
“For some students, academics aren’t their first
priorities. It might be their social life. We don’t try
to change their priorities because then they
wouldn’t succeed,” she said.
Stewart says some students come in because of
procrastination. “It is behavior related. There is
some reason behind it — fear, anxiety, sometimes
students don’t know what it is. We try to deter
mine the root of procrastination."
Some students aren’t
realistic and "bite off
more than they can
chew," she said. "They
might take 18 units their
first quarter when they
should only be taking 12
units.”
Students often have
math anxiety if they
have a history of diL
ficultly in math courses.
Learning
Ce n t er
counselors try to deter
mine if students have the
math skills necessary. If
they don’t, students are
advised to seek private
tutoring, Stewart said.
For test-taking anxie
ty, counselors teach stu
dents relaxation tech
niques. "Cal Poly’s
multiple choice tests can
give students difficulty.
All the answers might
seem correct. Students
have to pinpoint what
the instructor is focusing
on in class. If a student
did poorly on a test and
said they studied, we try
to determine if the stu
dent studied the right
material," she said.
The Cal Poly Health
Center provides general
counseling by appointment and it’s free with a
health card. The Health Center works with the
Counseling Center on certain support groups such
as the bulimia support group which meets weekly
during the year, said Joan Cirone, nursing super
visor of the Health Center.
The Health Center
The Health Center offers health education pro
grams which focus on six major areas: AIDS
education, alcohol and drug awareness, sexuality,
lifestyle, wellness and nutrition and oral health.
These programs are run by student peer
educators who are getting units for their majors,
said Carolyn Hurowitz, health educator at the
Health Center.
In the nutrition program, students can get per
sonal counseling. They can also get a computer
dietary analysis that breaks down daily diets and
tells students what they are eating, said Hurowitz.
Students can also get one-on-one counseling in
the oral health program such as advice on getting
wisdom teeth removed or stopping use of smoke
less tobacco, she said.
The health educators give presentations in the
residence halls and in classes such as PE 250
(health education) throughout the year.
"The mandatory presentations in the dorms are
on AIDS education, alcohol and drug abuse and
acquaintance rape.
"Other popular presentations are on long
distance relationships, birth control, eating
disorders and how not to gain weight in the
dorms,” Hurowitz said.
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As a busy student I find it diffi
cult COeat right I start early and stay
late and although I seldom leave my
desk, I'm on the go almost con
stantly. I've tried to lose a few extra
pxtunds, but I seem to be starved
when I arrive home afterschooLCan
you help?
Reply:
Your problem probably stems
from your busy s< hedule and from
erratic eating This leads to serious
overeating at night, when your
energy needs are at their lowest,
which leads to weight gain.
At Diet Center, learning to eat on
a schedule is an important part t)f
our Program This instruction, when
combined with all of the other
aspects of Diet Center's complete
weight-loss program, makes it pos
sible for you to lose weight quickly

l.i'Niw Iroiiiinio
l^ict CciiUr Counselor
and to keep it off forever In fact, on
the Diet Center Program you can
lose 15 CO 25 pxiunds in just six
weeks. Call today for a free consulta
tion and find out how controlling
stress can put you in control of your
life!
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Custom
Jewelry
Designs

674 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo, California 93401
805*544-8988

212 Madonna Road, San Luis Obispo

Foods P repared in a healthy w ay.
Breakfast, lunch, (dinner specials
served daily by a friendly caring staff.

10% D IS C O U N T

for all Cal Poly Staff & Students
d u rin g S ep tem b er

S pecialties
^Delicious Blueberry Coffee Cake
’^Cinnamon Orange tea - hot or iced
*^Famous Clam Chowder on Friday
^Vegetarian Soups daily
Open Mon-Fri 7-9 Sat-Sun 7:30-9

i HOUR PHOTO
2 FOR 1
Bring in any roll of 135, 110, 126
C o lo r Print film for d evelo p in g &
printing and g et a second set free!
Lim it 2 rolls
p er coupon

Film-4 hr. processing
Limit 2 rolls per coupon
Not valid with other offers

549-8979

E-6 Slide
Processing

1/2 price
4 and 24 hr. service only
Not valicJ with other offers

549-8979

S an Luis O bispo

San Luis Obispo
expires 1 0 /1 2 /8 8

exp ires 1 0 /1 2 /8 8

BODY MASTERS C O M E S TO SLO START
^P F P IA I

Ii

Do you have a lower extremity condition like
chondrom alacia patella, ligament
instabillty/reconstruction or w eak quadriceps or
hamstrings? Are you wanting to improve your
physical strength but aren't quite sure how to go
about It?
/

BACK TO SCHOOL
HOURS
M T W F
OPEN UNTIL
8:00pm

ENTIRE LINE OF
OUR BEST B LA C K
FURNITURE 15% OFF

Terry Beck's physical therapy clinic, SLO START, is
now offering a total lower extremity rehab program
with computerized testing and using the BODY
MASTERS equipment. Included is the Versa
Climber, Treadmill, and Four-Way Hip Machine.

For just $30 a month you can have an Inexpensive,
comprehensive program with physical therapist
supervision.
For more details please call SLO START a t 544-5810

;;

i_____________________________________________________
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TANNING
-and total nail care

SAVE $81.45 ON OFFICE SET

549-8200

SAVE $ 2 7 . 7 5
SAVE $ 2 9 . 8 5

6 5 ' Wide desk now $ 1 5 7 . 2 5
File Drawer on casters now $ 1 6 9 . 1 5
Typing return on casters now $ 1 3 5 . 1 5

1110 Morro St.
San Luis Obispo

SAVE $ 2 3 . 8 5

SALE ENDS 9/31/88
SALE Items include wall units and accessories, beds, dresser

chests, night stands, desks, files, bookcases, and more!

with TANNING bv:

710 Higuera S L O 541-6883
M T W F SA T 10-6
Thurs 10-9, S U N 11-5

and

WOLFF

HAIR CARE products from:

Focus

PfR U LM TTÙ H ÈLL

Distinctive Furnishings

S E B A S T IA N

$35.00

J
if
W

(for 10 sessions)
exp. 11/18/88

<í’

$149.00

!

(for 1 yr. membership)
!
exp. 11/18/88 I

I

I

« .

The Best
Selection of Plants
Blooming & Green 65< and u|
The Best Selection of
Baskets and Wicker
The Best Prices of Everything!
Handpainted Ceramics
Stoneware
Decorator Items
Unusual Gifts
Pool & Spa Supplies

Potpourri
Planted Baskets
Macramè & Supplies
European Dish Gardens
Ideas Galore & More!

EUROPEAN AUTO

THERE'S O NLY ONE
THING YOU NEED
TO KNOW ABOUT
REPAIRING
ONE OF
THESE

VOLKSWAGEN
PEUGEOT
PORSCHE
CITROEN
BMW
AUDI

Now receive 10% off anything in
our Gift and Plant department only.
O ffer good thru October 31.
,f
;I

We surprise you - because of our name

Coastal Pool Center 265 A Pacific St.
Off Higuera^ one block below Marsh.
L 5 4 3 -9 3 0 8
___________

Open Mon. - Sat.
-9:30am^.5;30pm

(FORMERLY THE BUS STOP) COMPLETE SERVICE AND
REPAIR OF DIESEL AND GASOLINE AUTO M O BILES
8AM-5PM MON-FRI • 2899 MCMILLIAM RD., SLO
*5 ♦
4
»• • • 4
9 " • 3 •• • • 4 • • • * 0

SUGARLESS

SHACK

and

H E A L T H Y HAVEN

RESTAURANT

486 MARSH, SAN LUIS OBISPO
7319 El Camino
• Atascadero

935 Riverside
Paso Robles

OPEN 10am to 10pm

ATTENTION: ICE CREAM
AND YOGURT LOVERS
"Have you tried Skinny Lite or Yogurt Lite?"
Only 11.5 Calories per fl. oz. Frozen Dairy Dessert
Only 10 calories per fl. oz. Yogurt Lite
“It doesn't have to be fattening to be fan tastic’
•Cups
•Cones
‘ Sundaes

•Banana Splits
‘Shakes
‘ Floats

UGARLESS
HACK

‘ Pastries, Cakes, Mousse & Fruit
Cobblers Baked Fresh Daily
Low Calorie Bagels
Many others.

“TRY THE HEALTHY HAVEN RESTAURANT
FOR LOW CALORIE AND DELICIOUS MEALS.”

Coupon

Coupon

New Yogurt Lite & Improved
Skinny Lite

New Yogurt Lite & Improved
Skinney Lite

25% OFF
Sugarless Shack
486 Marsh St.

any size Sundae
VALID 9/11-9/30/88

Coupon
New Yogurt Lite & Improved
Skinny Lite

BUY 1 Large Cone,
Sugarless Shack
Get 1 FREE
486 Marsh St.

VALID 9/11-9/30/88

Coupon
^

Skinny Lite or Yogurt Lite

FREE

25% OFF
Sugarles Shack
n ao M
arsh St.
486
Marsh
St.
^ ‘ . ........... - » , . , ,

Small Cone
with coupon

any size Sundae
VALID 10/1-10/15/88
^

»r

•r

Sugarless Shack
Marsh
St.l .
•486
♦ou m
tu
O
m i

EXPIRES 9/24/88

xxxxx

I

Calendar
(805) 546-8872
Fax: (805) 546-8642

ID & P A S S P O R T PH O T O S
UPS
M AILBO X R E N T A LS
STAM PS
U.S. MAIL S E R V IC E
SH IPPIN G
FACSIM ILE (FAX)
PA C K A G IN G
KEYS
S U P P L IE S
N O TARY
E X P R E S S C O U R IER
P A C K A G E RECIEVIN G C E N T E R

YOUR ONE-STOP POSTAL CENTER
1344 M AD O N N A RD.
SAN LUIS O BISPO , C A 93401

The Haverim Jewish Student
Club on campus has informa
tion regarding services for the
Jewish High Holy Days:
•Rosh Hashana services are
Sept. 12 and 13 at 10 a.m. at
the Congregation Beth David
(reform), located at 2932
Augusta St. Services also take
place Sept. 12 and 13 at 10
a.m. at Temple Ner Shalom
(conservative), located at 222
Foothill Blvd.
•Yom Kippur services are
Sept. 20 at 8 p.m. and Sept. 21
at 10 a.m. at Congregation
Beth David. Services are also
Sept. 20 at 6:15 p.m. and Sept.
21 at 10 a.m. at Temple Ner
Shalom.

.4

LIKE THE ARTS
BUT
SHORT ON CASH?

Baja Bannia saz:

A tJV

SAUfti/(i3

TO

5'

AV

tfeAcTHy ^rknA tJ fiaaPj
5 4 1 -6 7 6 7

B U R R IT O S

F O R

TH E

P R IC E

O F

O N E!

Buy one burrito and get the second burrito
(of equal value) FREE WITH THIS COUPON!

i'f
il il

Not valid with any other discount offer.

Offer expires Oct. 1,1988

IN T R O D U C T O R Y O F F E R
$1

O F F

, I'

ANY

O F

O U R

M A IN

D IS H

SA LA D S!

with this coupon
Not valid with any other discount offer.

JOIN THE CAL POLY
ARTS USHER CORP
AND SEE 22 SHOWS

FREE!
SIGN UP NOW AT THE CAL
POLY THEATRE AND SEE

IN T R O D U C T O R Y O F F E R
T W O

e lc o m
S a n

e s

L u is

O

Y o u

T o

b is p o

• art suppiies • crafts • models*
leather (Tandy)
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - MON. THRU
SAT. 9:30 - 5:30, THURS. TILL 9; SUN.
12 NOON TO 4

855 Marsh, Downtown San Luis Obispo
Telephone 544-5518 ___

4
4(

H e jf fs OU^ ys/AS Of-^AytUir.
BAcxf ' f ^ (An\PiJ5...

W

Offer expires Oct. 1,1988

THE SECOND CITY
TOURING CO.
ON OCT. 7TH! FREE!
OR
COME TO OUR MEETING
ON OCT. 15TH, 6:30 P.M.
AND SIGN ON FOR THIS
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
DEAL!

M A J O R

IN

S U C C E S S

The C C M T Professional Training Program will
prepare you for success. Our graduates compete more
successfully in the classroom, the job interview
and in their careers. Find out why:

TAMI SCHONIGER, Senior
"D ie training I am receiving at CCMT is a
wonderful complement to my major in Speech
(Communication. I've definitely improved my
professional appearance and gained more selfconfidence. I take the course with my roommate
who has also gotten a lot from the training. I
definitely recommend the CCMT program to any
Cal Poly student interested in
personal development."

KIMBERLY MARSH, Sophomore
"I had always wanted to try professional
modeling but didn't feel confident enough in
myself or my abilities. CCMT not only gave me
that confidence, but also trained me, helped me
build experience here in SLO with local modeling
jobs and promoted me to top agents in New York
and L.A. My future in modeling has just begun! If
you give yourself a chance to succe^, you may
be surprised with the results.”

CALL PETER/LISA AT
756-1421 FOR INFO.

D IS C O V E R Y O U R F U L L P O T E N T IA L
Call CCMT for your personal interview— 5A L4500

[NTRAl
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H ere come thpse Mustangs now!
W elcome Back!
iI
•i.:*
Vi
♦;
*/i

ÍÍ
* Ij
,f
I /

W e’re looking forw ard to seeing
y o u w h e n w e ’re o n cam p u s
in terv iew in g this O ctober.
W e

ta k e

b u s in e s s

personally.

Hot tubbing by the hour
Motel accomodations-Private spa on balconey
of each room.
Body care center for massages
Recreation Area-Including a heated swimming
pool and outdoor reception and banciuet
facilities.
Watch for our specials in the Mustang Daily
coupon editions.
OPEN 24 HOURS
Phone 595-7302

♦

1215 Avila Beach Drive, On the road to Avila Beach

wow
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aying for a college educa
tion is not always easy,
but fortunately there are
several types of financial
assistance available to
eligible students.
The university’s Financial Aid
Office, located on the second
floor of the Administration
Building, offers federal, state and
privately funded aid to needy
students. This aid appears in the
form of grants, loans, scholar
ships and work-study jobs.
Financial Aid Counselor Dave
Ciano estimated that about half
of Cal Poly’s students receive
some form of financial aid each
year. However, not everyone is
able to get help. The greatest
determinate of eligibility is fi
nancial need, but this doesn’t
necessarily mean having a low
income. A student’s financial
need is derived by subtracting
the student and family’s con
tribution from the cost of atten
ding the university. The remain
ing amount is then designated as
the student’s financial need.
According to finaincial aid
documents, the cost of attending
Cal Poly for the 1988-89 ninemonth school year is $7,174 for
one student living off campus
and $6,289 for one student living
on campus. This cost includes
tuition, books, rent, utilities,
food, transportation and personal
expenses.
Grants are financial awards
which students do not have to
repay. The Pell Grant is a feder
ally-funded aid program available
to undergraduates only. Eligible
students may receive up to

Monday, September 12,1988

test for GSL eligiblity went into
effect,’’ said Ciano. “Now, some
times middle-income students
don’t qualify under the new
method.”
Work-study is another pro
'0iÄiSÄWÄlS
**u>* t if* r gram with which undergraduate
and graduate students can sup
plement their financial awards.
Students work in jobs, both on
and off campus, which usually
relate to their major. The gov
ernment pays for most of these
salaries.
A wide range of scholarships,
more than 1,100, are available
through the Financial Aid Office,
most of which are listed there.
Ciano suggests that students
also check with their major
departments.
'To apply for any of this finan
cial assistance, a Student Aid
Application for California
ISAAC) form needs to be filled
out and filed by the student. The
Photo by AMBER WISDOM
forms may seem confusing, but
counselors are available to an
swer questions and help students
with the application process. Al
though the deadline for priority
consideration for aid in the
1988-89 school year (March 1,
interest rate, and repayment
1988) has passed. Pell Grants,
doesn’t begin until six months GSLs and work-study may still
after graduation. However, the be available to eligible students.
interest rate on loans taken by
St u d en t s can also get
new borrowers after July 1, 1988 emergency, short-term loans of
will increase to 10 percent in the up to $200. These loans are
fifth year. The government pays available each quarter and are
the interest while the student is intended to cover unexpected
in college. The loans are made emergencies. Repayment of these
through private lending institu loans is requir^ in full at the
tions, not the university.
start of winter or end of spring
Eligibility is, again, based on quarters. A SAAC does not have
financial need. “Last year a new to be filled out for these loans.
m ¥M X*- ' X-/

With financial aid counselors,
form filling won’t take all night
$2,300 each year, depending
upon their need. This grant
usually serves as the basis for
other
awards,
so
all
undergraduates applying for fi
nancial aid must apply for a Pell
Grant.
Cal Grants are state funded
awards for California residents.
There are two types of Cal
Grants, A and B, available to Cal
Poly students. Cal Grant A
covers tuition costs for low-to-

pr

middle-income freshmen and
sophomore students. The awards
average $326. Cal Grant B is for
extremely low-income students
and covers their living expenses,
$300 to $1,400, depending upon
their needs.
Other types of grants are also
available.
Both undergraduate and grad
uate students can apply for
Guaranteed Student Loans. The
variousloans have an 8 percent

MCPA rl^CCMAN

Q S O S STT^ET SUBf^

QSOS STREET SUB§
S A N D W I C H E S

AND

SPIRITS

50c OFF!

SA N D W IC H ES

AND

SPIRITS

Any size sandwich. One coupon per
customer per sandwich.
Expires 9/30/88.
541-0955
lO e O O so sS t.

QSOS STREET SUB§
S A N D W I C H E S

lOOL

o

AND

SPIRITS

2 FREE DRINKS!
with any size sandwich. One coupon per
customer per sandwich.
Expires 9/30/88.
541*0955
lO e O O s o s S t.

QSOS STREET SUB§
S A N D W I C H E S

AND

SPIRITS

$1 OFF!
Our extra large sandwich. One coupon per
customer per sandwich.
Expires 9/30/88.
541-0955
lO e O O s o s S t.

S A N D W I C H E S

Time to get Back to School. . . and . . .

Osos St. Subs
1060 Osos St.

We_Delivei^

541-0955

45

AND

SPIRITS

$1 OFF!
Large sandwich and Coke. One coupon per
customer per sandwich.
Expires 9/30/88.
541*0955
1060 O sos St.

M en & W omen H aircutting

wow-
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Campus culture
Cal Poly Arts has alternatives
to TV and radio with several
theater, dance, music series

The Hair D en
Barber Styling

5 4 3 -1 2 9 0
Fo o t h il l P l a z a

Sa n

7 7 9 Fo o t h il l B l v d .
Lu is O b is p o , C A 93401

SEA BARN = SUNGLASSES
your beach connection

largest selection in San Luis County
Sunglasses:
Rayban
Vaumet
SunCloud
Ski-Optics
Frogskin
Body Glove

BIKINIS

Bucci
Hobie
Oakley
Gargoyles
Ocean Pacific
Maui Jim
Revo

The

SEA BARN
360 Front St.
Avila Beach
595- 2142

&

TRUNKS
TOO!
GIFT CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

m £

CLUB
BIG DOG
l-DIG
STRAIGHT+DOWN
CLASSIC BEACH

i
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he finer, cultural aspects of life may
not be readily apparent for students
faced daily with the unstructured
canvas of dorm living. But right
across the street at the Cal Poly
Theatre, students may find a
world of artistic expression provided

Arts.
Cal Poly Arts, formerly known as the Cal Poly
Center for the Arts, has organized another year of
cultural evenings, filled with everything from
classical music to modern dance.
Programming is generally popular with students,
said Peter Wilt, Cal Poly Theatre director. Au
diences are usually comprised of about 50 percent
students. Although some shows sell out. Wilt said
there has not been a history of a last-minute stu
dent rush for tickets. But Wilt said the theater en
courages advance ticket sales, because almost all
shows have reserved seating.
Many students often come to performances to
fulfill class assignments. For these students. Wilt
said ticket discounts are offered.
Programs sponsored by Cal Poly Arts include
Quintessence, a classical music series,
CenterStage, a theater and dance series performed
by touring companies, and Debut, featuring young
emerging solo artists.
Funding for Cal Poly Arts programming comes
from national and state grants, sponsorships,
donations and revenues from ticket sales.
Cal Poly Arts also presents special events
throughout the year, including a performance just
in time for Week of Welcome by the Noh
Shakespeare Group from Japan.
Noh founder Kuniyoshi Munakata and his com
pany will present a version of “Othello,” in the
classical Noh form of chant, choreography and
music on Sept. 14.
^
The production involves a fusion of a 600-yearold Japanese theater form and Shakespearian
tragedy. ” I t’s an interesting merge of eastern and
western cultures,” said Ron Regier, Cal Poly Arts
director.
Presenting programs that enhance the cultural
identity of Cal Poly is one significant aspect
achieved by the Arts program. However, Cal Poly
Arts did have an identity crisis of its own earlier
this summer.
Because of a case of mistaken identity in San
Luis Obispo, The Cal Poly Center for the Arts
changed its name to Cal Poly Arts.
” It was just an identity problem,” said Wilt.
“There was too much confusion in the community.
People didn’t know who they were donating
(moneyl to.”
Apparently, San Luis Obispo couldn’t
distinguish between the Cal Poly Center for the
Arts, a university organization, and the Founda
tion for the Performing Arts, a community
organization.
“They (the community) thought it (Cal Poly
Center for the Arts) was one entity, whereas there

are two entities,” said Regier.
To explain the difference, Wilt explained that Cal
Poly Arts, which has been in existence since fall of
1985, is a coordinating agency formed to initiate,
sponsor and support arts programming on campus.
The Foundation for the Performing Arts was
created
by Mayor Ron Dunin to raise money for
by
Cal Poly
the construction of a new performing arts center
adjacent to the Cal Poly Theatre.
“It was established purposely to raise funds for
the new facility through the community, private
individuals and corporations,” Wilt said.
Construction of the new arts center is a
cooperative venture between the Foundation for
the Performing Arts Center, the city of San Luis
Obispo and the California State University system,
Regier said. The $21 million price tag for the arts
center will be divided almost equally between the
CSU and the city.
The center is scheduled for a 5-year completion,
with groundbreaking planned for 1991, said Wilt.
Construction will take about two years, he said.
A board of directors, consisting of university.
Foundation for the Performing Arts and city rep
resentatives, will ensure that the center’s use is
equally distributed, Wilt said.
But until the center is completed. Cal Poly Arts
will work with its new identity in the Cal Poly
Theatre, presenting several arts series.
The Quintessence classical music series begins
Oct. 15 with the Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra.
The Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra is a string
orchestra from Budapest, Hungary consisting of
16 players. The group’s members are all graduates
of the Franz Liszt Academy in Budapest. The or
chestra is led by concertmaster Janos RoUa, who
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Cal Poly Arts brings the David
Parsons Danes Company to cam 
pus spring quarlsr.
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The Roadside Theater performs Its original production “ Leaving Egypt” at Cal Poly Oct. 24

conducts while he plays the violin.

The CenterStage Theatre and Dance series pro
ductions begins Oct. 24 with the play “Leaving
Egypt,” by the Roadside Theatre.
The Roadside Theatre is a traveling ensemble,
orginally from the central Appalachian coalfields of
southwest Virginia and east Kentucky.
The Roadside actors were all born and raised in
the region and their work is drawn from their
mountain history and culture. “Leaving Egypt” is
a story of a mountain family facing the loss of their
ancestral homeplace.
A highlight of this season’s Dance Series will be
a performance by the Margaret Jenkins Dance
Company on Nov. 29. This highly acclaimed
California multi-media dance troupe combines
technical and conceptual aspects of form, pushing
back conventional boundaries of movement.
Another program scheduled for the upcoming
year, PolyArts for Youth, enables school-age
children from San Luis Obispo County to attend

selected events presented by Cal Poly Arts on
campus.
WriterSpeak, a new Cal Poly Arts program
scheduled for this year, is a series of readings by
both established and emerging poets, novelists and
other creative writers.
“Two visual arts exhibits will be presented in the
University Union Galerie and the University Art
Gallery in the Dexter Building,” Regier said. “One
in the winter and one in the spring.”
Students can also expect another year of
classical and artistic films through the efforts of
Cal Poly Arts and the ASI Fine Arts and Film
Committees.
The fall series features films from Spain and
South America. On Sept. 26, the series begins at
Chumash Auditorium with Luis Bunuel’s “That
Obscure Object of Desire.” One of the leaders of
cinematic surrealism,. Buñuel creates bizarre,
dreamlike films which are at once beautiful, but
uncomfortable. In this film, he uses two actresses
to portray one character, challenging traditional
definitions of personality.
During winter quarter, the film series moves to
“Women of the World: Films by and about
women,” And in the spring, the campus will be
able to see the classic films of Federico Fellini.
Tickets for each quarter’s full series are $18 for
students; $12 for a mini-series pass (five shows)
and individual tickets will also ^ sold for $3 for
students.

Arts Schedule
Quintessence

authentic

Classical

Appalachian

song

and

colorful folklore.
• M a rg a re t
J e n k in s
Dance
Company
November 29,1988
As a leader of one of California's
most exciting dance companies,
Margaret Jenkins' multi-media ex
plorations of dance have secured her
a world-wide reputation as one of the
foremost practitioners of col
laborative performance.
•The Back Alley Theater — “The

Music Series

•F r a n z
L is z t
Cham ber
Orchestra
October 15,1988
•Los Angeles Brass
December 1,1988
Christmas Brass, Five Goiden
Rings, is a holiday celebration
featuring music from celebrations
past, including arrangements of
carols and a full-length version of

• Marina Piccinini
March 10,1989
This talented young flutist has
performed in recital and as a soloist
with orchestras all over the world.
• Maria Bachmann
April 8.1989
Maria Bachmann offers insightful
and exciting interpretations of major
sonatas and concertos, and has a
special affinity for the music of Bela
Bartók.

Special Events
Fox”
•Noh
Shakespeare Group
—
April 7,1989
“Othello”
Allan Miller's adaption of D.H.
September 14,1988
Lawrence's “The Fox” is an imagi- j
The
Bard meets Japanese drama
native play with three vibrantly the
when
Noh
Theatre, Japan's oldeset
atrical characters.
• David
Parsons
D a n c e extant theatre form, is wedded to
Company
' Shakespearian tragedy.
•Second City National Touring
April 21,1989
Company
Direct from New York comes one
Oct. 7
of
America's newest and most ex-1
A program of music for harp
Second City performers have in
sichord, fortepiano and piano. James i citing dance companies.
cluded Bill Murray, Dan Akroyd, Joan
Bonn on harpsichord will be teamed
Rivers, David Steinburg and the late
with the Cal Poly Chamber Orchestra ' Debut Series
John Belushi. Second City makes a
under the baton of Clifton Swanson.
•Leon Bates, Plano
I •This new series will showcase mockery of every aspect of life
through skits and improvisation.
Junes, 1989
j three emerging artists each year for
• Delcina Stevenson
One of America’s leading pianists, j the next three years. All are first i
March 14,1989
Leon Bates has earned for himself a place winners in Concert Artists
Soprano
Delcina Stevenson has
International
New
York j
place on the international concert { Guild's
been
heard
extensively in operá
Competition.
^
circuit.
concerts and recordings.
•Semyon Fridman
•Theaterworks USA — “ Sherlock
January 7,1989
Prokofiev's "Peter and the W olf.”
•Apple Hill Chamber Players
March 3,1989
Apple Hill Chamber Players in
clude seven world class musicians
from New Hampshire who perform
chamber music, from classical to
contemporary.
•Annual Baroque Concert
April 15,1989

I

and
the
Semyon Fridman is cellist of p a s - ' H o l m e s
Red-Headed
League”
Sion and strength. His performances
April 4,1989
•R o a d s id e
T h e a tre -“ Leaving are full of emotional impact as he ,
Theaterworks
USA is America's
Egypt"
pleases audiences with his Inter-1
pretations of works from the 19th ' largest theater creating, producing
October 24,1988
and touring plays for young
This ensemble has toured interna- century ranging from Beethoven to
_________
tionally and treated audiences to Mendelssohn to Brahms.___________ audiences.
CenterStage Theatre & Dance Series i
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Financing OAC
Lifetime Guarantee on Inatallatlon
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Open 9 a.m .-8 p.m.
Monday-f
Monday-Saturday

2550 B R O A D S T R E E T • S A N LU IS O B IS P O • 5 4 4 -5 7 0 0

BIRTH CONTROL. . .
YOU'RE TOO SMART NOT TO USE IT.
For confidential birth control
and reproductive health care
information

Call 549-9446

i P Planned Parenthood

177 Santa Rosa
San Luis Obispo

Planned Parenthood of San Luis Obispo

Good for one free
pack of birth control
pills with your next
birth control exam.
Call 549-9446 for
appointments.
(o ffer e x p ire s A ugust 31,1989)

AMY GRANT
M IC H A E L W. S M IT H
S TR Y P E R
RUSS TA FF
SAVE ON ALL YOUR FAVORITES
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Bread, butter

I ij

A connection between
the Foundation and
cows is obvious with
services iike Poiy miik
sold at the Campus
Store or with popular
cow sweatshirts sold
at El Corral Bookstore
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ELECTRONICS

A Unique Jewelry Store
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he Cal Poly Founda
tion is relatively
unknown to most stu
dents even though it
plays a significant role
on campus.
The Foundation is responsible
for the management of several
operations, including Food Ser
vices, El Corral Bookstore, Uni
versity Graphics Systems, agri
cultural enterprises, Communications/Media
Productions(CMP) and-its distributing

Proudly Announces Our

Annual

Has provided Cal Poiy for over 33
years with small parts, big parts,
batteries, & every kind of wire or
cable. In short we carry everything
electronic.

SALE
Once-A-Year Genuine Discounts
on our entire inventory of

Fine Jewelry, Mountings
and Loose Stones!

1441 Monterey St., SLO
543-2770

Come In and Register to
W IN
A Beautiful Ladies Diamond Ring
V a lu e d at o v e r S I ,0 0 0 .0 0

Drawing to be held Saturday, October 1st
Layaway Now for Christmas!
— Financing Available —

Sale Ends Friday, September 30th
Madonna Road Plaza - San Luis Obispo
544-CEM S ( 4 3 6 7 )

Welcome to San Luis Obispo
spcciALizino in STUDEnr travel
University Union
Open 8:30-5:00
Nonday-Prlday

756-8612

Old Country Deli

WALKER-LEWIS Inc.
RIB COOKOFF CHAMPIONS

A .

544-0132

PEOPLES CHOICE AWARD
• I984 • 1985 • 1986* I987 •

Home of Award Winning
BBQ Ribs, Jerky, Hams, and Sausages.
W e make all our own sausages and
cured meats every week right at the
store - fresh for you.

R«nt

m

R o ll Aw ay B o d t
B ab y C r ib f
F o ld in g T a b la i
and C h a ir*
by tha day
•raali or m onth

o

o

o

®ir [T®[i]{} ft® mm

• Home or Office Quality Furniture • TV’s & Appliances
• Low Cost Month-to-Month Rental • 100% Purchase Option
• Complete Apartment Package for Less • Fast Delivery

54L2968
600 Marsh Street, San Luis Obispo

I
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a«

544-0132

2 8 5 South St.
S an Luis O bispo

division. Vocational Education
Productions (VEP).
“All the way down the line of
Foundation services you’ll find a
support of the university’s
educational mission, quality ser
vice and good value,” said A1
Amaral, Foundation executive
director. "We achieve this by
maintaining administrative re
sponsibility for several areas...
providing fiscal services to instructionally related programs,
conferences, workshops and the
Alumni Association and pro
viding fiscal administration... “
Robert Griffin, Foundation
associate executive director, says
this organization is “unique
among other campuses in that
'we provide a full range of sup
port services, commercial and
auxiliary (services the university
cannot provide}.
“New students need to know
that the Foundation provides on
ly those services and products
that the university asks us to
' provide,” Griffin said.
The Foundation is a publicbenefit, non-profit corporation.
‘We do not receive revenue from
' the state,” Amaral said.
A productive partnership
The Foundation began working
with Cal Poly in the early 1920s
to fund food services, student
projects and a faculty-operated
student store. Since then, this
partnership has made possible
such projects as the Swanton
Pacific ranch, equipment dona
tions and research grants.
Funds generated through sales
eventually go back into the uni
versity, Griffin said. “ I t’s a
cyclical process. It all comes
back around to the student.”
The Foundation is also a good
source of employment for stu
dents. “We employ over 900
students at any one time during
the academic year,” Amaral said.
“Students’ work schedules ac
commodate their class schedules,
and not the other way around.”
Most students encounter the
Foundation through food ser
vices and the bookstore.
“A happy customer is what
we’re after,” Amaral said. If a
student has a problem of any
kind he can go straight to the
director or supervisor in charge,
he said. Advisory conunittees
consisting of students are formed
for the bookstore and food ser
vice to determine what problems
have arisen and to report these
to the Foundation, Amaral said.
“We try to be responsive,”
Amaral said. “Some of our best
ideas come from students.”
Griffin said they look at
themselves as personalized
managers. “We have an opendoor policy. If a student has a
problem, we want to know about
it. If they’re (students) not hap
py, we're not succeeding.”
Last year was the first year the
Foundation opened its doors dur
ing WOW. This year, the Foun
dation is again orienting stu
dents to their services and facili
ties. “We try to familiarize stu
dents with the Foundation dur
ing WOW with displays and
booths, advertisements in the
class schedule, employment,
student enterprise projects such
as agricultural management and
the Foundation’s annual report,”
Griffin said.
Griffin said the Foundation’s
participation in WOW is not
done for the purpose of self
promotion. “ It's not a public
relations function or a promo
tion,” Griffin said. “ I t’s done
with a sincere feeling that we
need to communicate to students
to find out what they want and

and books
feel needs to be improved or
added.”

El Corral Bookstore
Court Warren, director of El
Corral B ookstore, said the
nrimary goal of the bookstore, as
part of the Foundation, is to
supply the tools of education
from calculators to textbooks.
“Another facet of our mission is
to maintain a high level of
customer service in a pleasant
and comfortable shopping en
vironment for the student,”
Warren said.
During WOW, Warren said,

the bookstore holds drawings
and contests to “create a fun
atmosphere” for new students.
According to W arren, the
bookstore has a high service
oriented” attitude.

Another priority on the
bookstore’s list is providing
competitive prices “at every op
portunity.” “We have the buying
power of 65 stores,” Warren said.
“We like to make sure students
are aware of our good prices. ”
The Foundation provides
displays informing students of
just about everything, from job
offerings to re^igerator rentals
for residence hall students during
WOW.
A 12-speed bicycle will be
drawn at a Foundation exhibit
for Wowies. “There will be many
other prizes associated with the
drawing,” said Nick Routh, El
Corral’s merchandising manager.
Also provided at the Foundation
exhibit will be samples of Cal
Poly-produced milk and Julian’s
la cafe/ice cream parlor in the
UU) brownies, streudle and
gourmet coffee, he said.
According to Routh, the
bookstore’s activities will include
various contests such as, Tagyour-home-town, in which stu
dents put a flag on their city,
state, or country.
Routh said he likes students to
be familiar with the bookstore
when they come in during the
first week of school. “There’s
just a lot of information people
don’t have about the bookstore
before they come in,” Routh said,
adding that many students’ first
experience is during the first
week with all the long lines and
they don’t usually want to come
back.

Service employs 100 regular and
600 student workers during the
regular school year.
Enterprising projects
Another valuable service of
fered by the Foundation is stu
dent agricultural enterprise pro
jects. More than 1,200 students a
year obtain practical experience
with this program. Students sell
their plants and flowers on cam
pus and their produce through
the campus store and Farmer’s
Market.
The Foundation provides funds
to help students start projects
and in turn receives a percentage
of profits gained by the projects.
“Two-thirds of the profits go

‘ Our expression of what a restaurant should be.'

to the student and the Founda
tion keeps one-third which goes
back into the agricultural
department,” Amaral said.
The Swanton Pacific project is
another Foundation program
that enables students to acquire
such hands-on experience. The
project is held on a 3,200-acre
ranch near Santa Cruz.
Most of the land was donated
by Cal Poly alumnus Albert
Smith.
“I never had any farming ex
perience before I went to Cal
Poly,” Smith said. “I picked up
that practical experience at Cal
Poly and I’d like to return the
favor.” Smith said five interns
are now working at the ranch.

Breakfast Buffet
Gourmet Dinners
C repes
Hearty Homemade Soups &. D esserts
Sandw iches Exquisitely Prepared
Before Your Very Eyes
Carden Fresh Salad Bar
Capuccino Espresso
Soft Spirits
Your Host

SLO LIFE ACTIVEWEAR

■^tenner Qlen ■<

W.O.W. ies

Student Housing

GET INTO THE SLO LIFE!
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Quality garnets
imprinted with original
San Luis Obispo designs!

Compare us with all others!

Tanks. Caps. Sweats. T-Shirts. Shorts.

W e’ll give you a PRIVATE
ROOM, 14 meals
per week, ALL utilities paid*,
plus more than this ad will
hold for only
$419.00/m onth.

Save 25% on
anything in stock
with this coupon
expires 9/30/88
D o w n to w n S a n L u la O b is p o
9 5 9 H ig u e ra S tre e t (A c ro s s fro m th e
A s s e m b ly

L in e )

5 4 6 -9 6 3 3 ______

CHECK US O U T!

D E L IC IO U S

HAMBURGERS
TO GO

1050 Foothill Blvd.
544-4540

G O O D C H IL I B E A N S

Scrubby & Lloyd's
LLOyO PETTENGEk PROPPIETOP

‘ Cable TV & Phone not included

Food Services
The many facilities and ser
vices available to students
through the Foundation will be
on display for Wowies to look
over. Among these facilities is
Food Service.
"Our goal is to familiarize stu
dents with different areas of food
service and to make their first
weeks here comfortable,” said
Nancy Wilson, director of Food
Services.
The Foundation Food Services
feeds 2,800 residence hall stu
dents and almost 6,000 other
campus customers at all times of
the day.
Among the 11 food outlets
across campus are the Snack
Bar, Sandwich Plant, University
Dining Room, Vista Grande Caf
eteria and Restaurant, the
Burger Bar, Julian’s and the
Campus Store.
'Dining should be comfortable,
not stressful,” Wilson said.
Customers will find the staff
friendly and helpful. We (staff)
all choose to be here, so we enjoy
working with students.
We have many different types
of jobs available for students,
from working in the meal plan
office to serving food, to helping
prepare food, to working in
custodial, maintenance and the
dishroom,” Wilson said. Food

Strap
em in! wiu.

Open Mon. - Wed. 9AM to 4PM
Thurs. and Fri. 9AM to 8PM
Saturday 9AM to 5 PM

1136 Carmel St. SLO
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Bookpacks
f Shoulder Bags
Fannypacks
Also: Skiing,
Windsurfing,
Backpacking,
Waterskiing

m
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SPORTS

PEPSI-COLA BOnUNG COMPANY OF SANTA MARIA
2346 THOMPSON WAY
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667 Marsh Street
Corner of Marsh & Broad
Downtown
San Luis O bispo
543-1676 .........
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Mustang Dally

Controlled chaos
KCPR defies mainstream radio formats
aving trouble finding something acceptance.”
Campbell lists such obvious examples
decent on the radio now that
you’re in San Luis Obispo? Is of this as U2, REM and less likely
mindless repetition really get choices as 'Tracy Chapman and 10,000
ting you down? Well the stu Maniacs, two bands that college radio
dents that run Cal Poly’s played long before commercial radio.
very own radio station would like youAs
to new residents of San Luis Obispo,
new
Cal Poly students will obviously be
tune your radio to the left.
free
to
roam around their radio dials.
“ Music to the Left of the Dial” is the
One of the things that listeners seem
adopted slogan of KCPR FM 91.3.
Listeners of KCPR must always be to like the best about KCPR is that it is
ready to experience new things. The sta commercial-free radio. As a public sta
tion is best described by the vague term tion it is not allowed to play commer
of “alternative.” Alternative radio, found cials. 'This allows KCPR to play much
on college campuses all across the coun more music than commercial stations,
try, focuses on playing music that other said Campbell.
Scott Carter, the station’s music
radio stations won’t touch.
“What we try to do is play bands that director, is responsible for deciding what
deserve exposure,” said Colin Ctunpbell, gets played on KCPR. In an average
KCPR’s program director. “They just week. Carter says he devotes 15-20 hours
can’t get that exposure on commercial of his time to the station. Like the rest of
radio. We’re not necessarily a warmup the KCPR staff. Carter doesn’t receive
for Top-40 radio but many of the bands any pay for his time.
“I t’s a love for the music and a love for
we play eventually find a wider
KCPR that keeps me going I guess,”
said Carter.
KCPR is on the air 24 hours a day and
during four of those hours, they diverge
from the regular ‘alternative’ format into
what they call ‘special programs,’ accor
ding to Special Programs Director, Sal
España. KCPR has two, two-hour pro
grams every night devoted to playing
blues, jazz, funk, reggae, oldies and other
types of music, España said.
Suzanne Lenzer, air staff instructor at
the station, is in charge of training DJs.
“We look for people who seem to have an
interest deeper than just wanting to hear
their voice on the radio. We want people
who are interested in the music at
KCPR,” she said.
Lenzer said a meeting will be held the
first Wednesday of the quarter for those
interested in becoming a DJ.
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MUDQAY á)TDEET á-TATION PDEóENTá.:
A Great Plan
A Great Price
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Here We Are
Murray St. Station is centrally UKated
for the student who wants to save energy
and walk (10 min.) or bike {5 min.) to
campus. Two major shopping centers are
within easy walking distance, as are
banks, churches, a large park and other
helpful serv ices.
_É,

1262 Murray Avenue
San Luis Obispo. Calif. 9.1401
(K05)34I-3H.56
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Office hours: M-F 8-12, 1-5, and Sat. 9-12
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MURRAY STREET STATION
PRESENTS A ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENT. DESIGNED AND BUILT
WITH STUDENTS IN MIND. UNLIKE
A SINGLE ROOM STUDIO, THESE
COME EQUIPPED WITH A COMPLETE
KITCHEN, LIVING ROOM,
BATHROOM AND BEDROOM WITH
TWO CLOSETS. EACH APARTMENT
IS COMPLETELY FURNISHED FOR
ONE OR TWO PEOPLE. IN
PREPARATION FOR THE NEW
SCHOOL YEAR, EACH APARTMENT
HAS NEW PAINT, NEW CARPET,
AND NEW LINOLEUM. THE
COMPLEX FEATURES A
RECREATION ROOM, HEATED
SWIMMING POOL. AND BARBEQUES
LOCATED THROUGHOUT THE
ATTRACTIVELY LANDSCAPED
GROUNDS.
RENT:

12 MONTH LEASE $485.(K)/M0.
10 MONTH LEASE $33().(X)/M().

CALL OR COME BY TODAY. NO
APPOINTMENT IS NECESSARY.
- /*VM
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WEEK OF WOODSTOCK’S!
I

‘W OODSTOCK’S
‘P IZ Z A ‘P A R L O R ^
541-4420
PRETTY FAST FREE DELIVERY!
1015 Court St., SLO (across from Osos St. Subs)

‘WOODSTOCKS ! <=WOODST(XKS
$2.00 OFF
any pizza and 2 soft drinks

541-4420
tone coupon per pizza

.750 OFF
ANY SALAD BAR

541-4420

“WCEDSTOCKS
FREE!

I

1 pitcher of softdrink with each large |
pizza ordered when you come in with
your WOW group.
*

j

541-4420
expires 10/1288l onecoupon per salad

■

________ e jg « g ^ O T 2 g 8 |o n e coupon per pizza

ON YOUR OWN, AT LAST!

Á
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Congratulations, Wowees! You made it!
h
v=

N ow that you're on your ow n, you're
goin g to b e m aking your ow n d ecision s.
Living at MUSTANG VILLAGE is one of
th e b est decisions a n e w stud en t can
make. You n eed th e right atm osphere,
th e right space, and the right people to
start you off on your road to su ccess. At
M ustang V illage we're com m itted to
providing you w ith th e comfort you w ant,
and the housing you n eed to su cceed .
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MUSTANG VILLAGE II
STUDIOS

MUSTANG VILLAGE II
2 BEDROOM UNITS

These most desirable new
m odels give the student
m axim um privacy. S om e
have balconies that overlook
a beautiful wooded creek. All
studios have full kitchens
and baths and are fully
furnished. The plan affords
maximum independent living
for one or two persons.

The ideal model for two to
four people I This new area
of Mustang Village features
full kitchens, one an d -tw o
baths and a wonderful floor
plan d e s ig n e d for th e
student who enjoys being
around others without giving
up their open space.

Mí
We've got what you want...
• 24-hour professional security
• Quiet location on the edge of campus
• Year-round.heated pool
• Microwaves in every kitchen
• Efficient maintenance to keep things
running smoothly
_________* A dedicated staff, here to help you!
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MUSTANG VILLAGE I
2 BEDROOM
TOWNNOUSES

I« .* • ! . . .r

T h e luxury of a two-story
townhouse affords residents
a separation of their living
and sleeping quarters.

t p j
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These spacious units have
full kitchens. 1 1/2 baths, are
fully furnished and offer, a
house like atmosphere.

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

And we've got what you need...
• Spacious two bedroom townhouses...from $170/mo*
• Modern two bedroom/bathroom flats...from $210/mo
• Individual contracts to suit your needs!
• Private Studio Apartments...from $390/mo
*Speci^ reduced rates for unfurnished townhouses
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Drop by for a tour and see why the smart students are making
Mustang Village their off campus home. Spaces are filling
fast, so hurry. (Open House through Sept.23, Open 9am-8pm)
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1 Mustang Drive, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

tv

Office OPEN Mon-Sat 9am-5pm
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543-4950
(Right next to Mustang Stadium)
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